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Elizabeth Dole named to speak at 1994 commencement
by Ryan Koopmans
American Red Cross President
Elizabeth Dole has been chosen to
speak at Rice's 1994 commencement.
Her selection marks the fourth year a
major political figure has highlighted
the ceremony—and possibly the last
President Gillis has said he wishes
to limit the practice of having outside
graduation speakers, said SA President Julia Farnham.
Dole was secretary of transportation in the Reagan administration and
secretary of labor for President Bush.
She graduated from Duke University in 1958and studied lawatHarvard
University.

Dole was named one of the world's
Farnham urges students to talk to
10 most admired women in a 1988 their SA senators if they feel strongly
Gallup poll,and is married to U.S. Sen. about this issue.
Robert Dole, minority leader from
"Don't get annoyed next year, get
Kansas.
annoyed this year and do something
Farnham said Gillis would prefer about it," she said.
to have outside speakers only when it
Former President Jimmy Carter
would be mutually convenient for the spoke last year, German IVesident
speaker and Rice.
Richard von Weizsacker spoke the
Also, there is little to lure potential year before that, and former Secrespeakers because Rice does not give tary of State James A Baker 111 spoke
honorary degrees or speaking fees, in 1991.
unlike other universities. It also is a
Carter is a friend of Board of Govrelatively small audience for a public ernors Chairman Charles W. Dunspeaker.
can. Weizsacker was in the United
Gillis will speak to the SA Senate in States for a speaking tour and was
a closed meeting Jan. 31 to discuss looking for a Southwestern stop.
curtailing the practice ofoutside graduBaker has longtime family ties to
ation speakers.
the university. Dole is a friend of Gil-

lis.
The process for selecting an outside graduation speaker includes a
student poll and then submission of
the top name from that poll to the
president's office, Farnham said.
She said this year's choice of students was actor Robin Williams, a
choice frowned upon by the administration.
Former President George Bush
was an option in the poll, butFarnham
said he received few votes because
security requirements would limit attendance to two visitors per graduating student
Rice's 81st commencement exercises will be held May 7 in the main
academic quadrangle.

Elizabeth Dole

Students pleased with
Gillis' tuition program
to spend over the course of a Rice
career," she said.
"USA Today was pretty positive
Reaction to President Malcolm Gil- about it in their article, and I think it's
lis' fixed-tuition plan has been favor- a good thing that the university has
able, although many have voiced con- taken a long-range look at where it's
cerns over the exclusion of graduate going and how it's going to get there
financially," Browning said.
students from the benefits.
"With this financial plan, families
The plan, announced last week,
calls for a fixed rate of $10,400 in should be more able to plan for the
tuition for students matriculating in future and be sure that Rice will conAugust, with adjustments to be made tinueto be considerably less than other
according to inflation rates indicated major schools."
by the Consumer Price Index.
Students in general were supportTuition for continuing students will ive of the plan, though some wished
increase $500 per year for the remain- that current undergraduates cou Id get
der oftheir enrollment This plan does in on the new policy. "I think it's a
not apply to graduate students, who great concept, but I'd really like to see
will see their tuition go up $1,000 in it applied to upperclassmen, too," said
Baker College freshman Preston
the coming year.
The plan was designed to provide Evans.
"Being one of those people who
a more reliable estimate of the costs of
a Rice education for middle-class fami- missed out on the CPI plan, I feel a bit
cheated, but I know that innovation
lies.
DirectorofAdmission Julie Brown- has its place and I know that it will
ing said the plan will attract more work out for the university and the
applicants. "We can now say with con- student body," said Sid Richardson
SEE rumON
PAGE 8
fidence how much a family can expect

by Patricia Lin

Members of the Rice community remember the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. at a candlelight vigil Monday evening. This
year was the first time students were given an academic holiday in honor of the slain civil rights leader.

consideration. She said a new policy this year gives staff
the option of taking the day off and subtracting it from
a fixed number of free days available for the year.
This year, some Student Association senators plan
For the first time in university history, Rice students
were excused from classes Monday to commemorate to sponsor a resolution recommending that staff offithe birthday of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. Events cially get the day off as well.
"The whole purpose is to celebrate what Martin
include^ a candlelight vigil and noon ceremony, at
which President Malcolm Gillis announced a new uni- Luther King did and fought for, that can.*t be done
versity position to oversee the recruitment and reten- effectively if the entire university can't take part in it,"
said Will Rice College Sen. Becky Almageur.
tion of minority students.
A "Noon Day Celebration" in Alice Pratt Brown Hall
King's birthday has been a national holiday, celwas sponsored by Shades, a Shepherd School organizaebrated the third Monday of January, since 1986.
tion promoting the study of ethniThe push for Rice to observe of
cally diverse music; the Black Stuthe holiday originated as a petition
The MLK Jr. holiday
dent Association and the Shepherd
in the English Department during
School Student Council About 100
the fall of 1992. An ad hoc commitstudents, faculty and community
tee recommended to then-Presi- celebrates those unsung
members ofall ethnic backgrounds
dent George Ruppthatan academic
heroes and heroines who attended.
holiday be observed;
Michael Hammond, dean of the
Rupp approved the addition of
Shepherd School of Music, introthe holiday to the 1994-95and 1995- struggle, suffer, perservere.'
Gillis at the celebration, say96 calendars, which extend winter
— Coretta Scott King duced
ing Gillis had been "atthe forefront
break an extra week past this year's
quoted by Jason Jones of efforts to recruit and to keep in
calendar. The spring semester will
— — — — — — the Duke community members of
begin on Tuesday, the day after
King Day, and the fall semester will continue an extra the minority community at all levels." Gillis was dean of
week in December, according to next year's tentative the faculty of arts and sciences at Duke University
before he came to Rice.
calendar.
Gillis has already taken steps at Rice showing that
This means many students might not bother to take
the time to celebrate amid settling back into school. But he plans to continue that agenda, Hammond said.
In his speech, Gillis announced plans to create an
according to Robert Curl, a chemistry professor and
member of last year's ad hoc committee, the important ' associate provost position, which would coordinate the
thing is that Wee recognized the importance of the recruitment and retention of minority students, both
holiday by giving students the freedom to celebrate it. undergraduate and graduate.
He said outside foundation money enabled him to
For staff, the holiday was considered last year by the
Benefit Time Committee, created to reform policies on create the position, which was partly in response to a
staff sick leave and vacation. Human Resources Direc- faculty and staffreportgiven to Rupp two years ago. The
tor Caroline Garcia, who chaired the committee,said report requested the position and accompanying reSEE KINO PAGE 9
the King holiday was one of about 40 holidays under

by Michael Nimri

Rice student survives
shakyjob interview
few more seconds I was conscious
enough to think beyond the very next
moment and then I started to worry.
Editor's note: Brown College senior
The worst feeling of all came after
Chad Carson was in Southern Califor- I had been standing in the doorway for
nia this weekfora job interview when quite a while and the motion was not
the earthquake struck there. The follow- stopping.
ing is his experience.
Even though it only lasted about
30 seconds where I was, it seemed
PASADENA Calif. — I'm still not like much longer. I was afraid that
quite sure what woke me up — the what I was feeling was just the beginnoise or the motion. All I know is that ning and that the quake would conat 4:31 in the morning I felt as if the tinue to increase in intensity.
whole world were moving.
The motion went against one of
I figured I the most basic human instincts—that
was either sick
SEE QUAKE PAGE 9
PERSONAL or dreaming, but
when I noticed
A C C O U N T that the coat
hangers in the
closet were rattling violently and I remembered I
was in I A Ifinallyrealized what was
going on.
I was in the middle of an earthquake.
A thought came out from somewhere in the back of my mind—stand
under a doorway. I got out of bed,
went to the door and waited for the
quake to stop.
And waited. And waited. After a

by Chad Carson
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F&H divide-and-conquer strategy
ignores Brown residents' needs
The time has come to face some hard realities. There is only so
much room in which to modify the Brown College bathrooms.
Currently there are four small, enclosed shower stalls and four
small, enclosed toilet stalls on each floor. Thesefacilitiesare barely
adequate for the early to mid-morning student rush as things now
stand.
Food and Housing has suggested that thesefacilitiesbe further
reduced in size and convenience, and that student opinion on the
renovation no longer matters. As if this were not enough, F&H has
had the gall to justify these decisions by referring to city code —
which even the head city planner says doesn't apply — and to
discussion "higher up" that it is unwilling to document This
situation is patently unreasonable.
It seems the F&H Bathroom Police think they'vefinallymade
a bust and punishment will be meted out swiftly and severly to the
naughty little girls and boys. They'll just wait in line like good little
children and take their turns. Never mind that class started ten
minutes ago.
Yes, it's true, for the last five years the Brown College bathrooms have been co-ed. Yes, it's true that Brown students have
been using stalls that might be connected to other stalls that might
be used by the opposite gender. F&H has somehow come to the
conclusion that this situation is hideously immoral, although no
one elected F&H moral arbiter, and it has decided to take action
to correct the "problem." The catch, so far, has been that the
suggested corrections have been decidedly worse for students
than the supposed "problem."
Brown s on-campus students have almost unanimously asked
that their facilities be left alone, and With good reason. The
bureaucrats that are pressing for the change won't spend a single
day using the
•
•
HH bathrooms that
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posed all Brown
students use every day for at least
the next eight
years. Yes, future
generations of
Brown students
are concerned in the renovation process, just as F&H suggests,
litis should, however, only strengthen everyone's resolve not to
make a long-lasting mistake that will seriously diminish the quality
of Brown College life.
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California 'rides' are like no other
Los Angeles earthquakes serve as reminder ofgreat southern Cat geobgy
As rocks are incapable of communicating with each other (according to
our current understanding), this action relieves both rocks of the need to
tell the other what an asshole it is for
standing there, releasing over a million years of tension.
No one knows why, but this seems
to cause an earthquake. With these
scientific principles under your belt,
along with arock hammer and Brunton
compass, let's proceed to the more
human aspect of this geologic event.
For those of you who have never
experienced one, an earthquake can
be quite a ride. Now when I say "ride,"

must think that earthquakes can't be
that
great since they don't last very
Jym
long. "Ninety seconds?" you ask. "Is
Schwartz
that it?" Well there, Tex, when the
earth, which has been very solid underneath your feet since the day you
First comes the rumbling. Then,
were born, begins to move in ways
before you can even think, the shakyou really don't think it should be
ing begins. Objects start crashing all
moving, time dilates. (See chart bearound you as you flee for the nearest
low.)
door. Of course, not all meetings with
10-second earthquake = 1 minute
my advisor are like this. Some are
25-second earthquake = 3 minutes
actually frightening.
40«econd earthquake = 15 minutes
All joking aside, non-gender spe60-second earthquake = 1 hour
cific readers, this week's column is
90-second earthquake = roughly the
about earthquakes, as a sort of public
duration of your life thus far (as it
service for those of you who have
flashes before your eyes).
been too busy this week to actually
The single most important thing to
seekoutageologistand ask him about
remember about earthquakes is that
what happened in LA
6
people are ever prepared. Water,
After many years (for few
gas, electricity, phones and food will
be in heavy demand, and the enterrocks are very patient), oneprising
individual can make a bundle
the misfortune of his or her neighof them iviU get sick of off
bors. Here's a brief list of things to do
waiting and shove its way before the big one hits:
1) Stockpile water. People can live
This is probably very fortunate for
past the other rock. * a long time without food, but if you
have water there will bsa line ofpeople
you, as you can put down this newspaat your door ready to trade in not only
per any time you want, whereas a
their grandmother's weddingring, but
geologist waxing poetic about the
earth and its sundry spectacular and the reader should keep in mind that I their actual grandmother for a damp
(more often than not) mundane phe- have experienced all of my 'quakes in kitchen towel.
2) Keep an emergency portable
nomena may go on for hours. Natu- Los Angeles, where everything is
rally, such a diatribe will seem to last geared toward the entertainment in- TV with batteries. Local stations will
keep you abreast of when help is comyears, hence the expression "Geologic dustry, even natural disasters.
Thus, a good "ride" is something ing, allowing you to milk people right
Time."
Earthquakes are created by rocks around 5.7 on the Richter scale: this up until the very last minute.
3) Know where you intend to go
moving past each other in a less-than- will generate some shaking and a lot
congenial manner. Since a rock' of noise (it may even cause some plas- looting and plan several routes in the
headed south creates a socially awk- ter to fall), but the Sony will not-take a event one or more are impassable.
ward situationfor a north-bound rock, nosedive off the entertainment sys- Confusionandpoorplanningcan limit
a state of tension comes to exist be- tem nor will the roof collapse. Any- your profit margin.
Sinite Vona Temp ores Volvere and
tween them as they block each other's thing less is not enough fun; anything
more has too much realism
don't take those faults for Granite.
path.
Some of you, conditioned by such
Finally, after many years (forrocks
are very patient), one of them will get long-term disasters as hurricanes Jym Sch wartzisa second-yeargraduate
sick of waiting and shove its way past (which feature days of anticipation student in the department of Geology
and hours of spectacular violence), and Geophysics.
the other rock.

Clinton sold out peace for beer and sax
To the editor:
Clinton's recent European tour has
clearly displayed that present American foreign policy is without precisely
defined direction. The United States
has vacated its position of peace guar-

Letters
THE EDITOR
an tor and leaves European security in
the hands of Brussels' bureaucrats.
The presidents of the NATO nations summoned last week in
Belgium's capital had an opportunity
to design a new architecture for the
European continent and extend the
Western alliance beyond the borders
of the former Iron Curtain.
Instead of implementing new cen-

tral European democracies into the more than a waiting list for NATO.
NATO political and military structures, This same waiting list includes miliNATO headquarters, led by the U.S. tant Ukraine, Russia and other politipresident, came up with an irresolute cally unbalanced republics of the
plan: Partnership For Peace. Candi- former Soviet Union. For a country
dacy positions proposed bythis project that aspires to attain full membership
certainly do not satisfy the current in NATO, the Brussels' summit set up
needs of Slovakia, Poland, Hungary high criteria, which demand distinand the Czech Republic, countries guished levels of economic standards
and military accouterments.
known as the Visegrad group.
v
PresidentClinton.alongwithother
Visegrad-group nations were expecting a more convincing recogni- Western leaders, doesn't understand
tion of their peacefully established de- the main reason why the four nations
mocracies than one offered by Part- of central Europe want to join NATO.
nership for Peace. They anticipated a Jheir inclusion in-this treaty would
transformation of NATO from an alli- hot on ly defend them from the threats
ance based on collective defense coming from the east, but also (and
against a specific threat into an alli- more importantly) secure their own
ance committed to projecting democ- democracies and economic reforms.
racy, stability and crisis management
By being admitted to NATO, the
in a broader strategic sense.
governments of Slovakia, Poland,
However, these countries were Hungary and the Czech Republic
given Partnership for Peace, nothingSEE NATO, PAGE 4
o
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Students, not faculty, to blame for Foundation Course faults
To the editor
Much energy has been spent recently lambasting the N atural Sciences
Foundation Course required by Rice
of all humanities, social science, music and architecture majors. Although
in no way do I feel the class is being
implemented ideally or most effectively, I do feel adamantly that two
fundamental aspects of this class are
being disregarded — the attitudes of

6

The attitudes ofan
amazing percentage of
Natural Sciences students
arefarfrom receptive, far
from positive andfarfrom
respectable. 9
the professors and the attitudes of the
students.
Dr. Freeman, with whom most of
my individual interaction occurs, and
the various other professors involved
with Natural Sciences 101 and 102
make a tremendous, almost supernatural, effort (especially considering
the attitudes they encounter) to open
the students' minds regarding the sciences.
Dr. Freeman enters into each lec-

ture extremely prepared. Lecture
notes are organized in a course packet,
overhead view-graphs explain clearly
the lecture topic, and demonstrations
and experiments, along with being
relevant and well thought-out, are
amazingly visual.
Dr. Freeman encourages student
participation and challenges even the
most scientifically literate.
He makes a conscious effort to
integrate the technicalities of science
with the significance of science and
discusses the current questions arising in the scientific world.
Dr. Freeman has spent vast
amounts of time, professionally and
personally, organizing the Natural
Sciences Foundation Course so as to

be successful in following Rice's goal prehension, yet do not fulfill their reof creating liberally-educated, widely- sponsibilities as students.
knowledgable individuals.
They get frustrated with their
If in anyway he or the other profes- grades and "inability" to grasp matesors fall short of this goal, it is most rial, yetare never truly willing to learn.
definitely not because they didnt make
In short, the academic integrity of
a conscientious effort
Rice University, highly maintained in
The majority of the students, on other courses, is significantly lost in
the other hand, are not able to say the the Natural Sciences Foundation
Course; and, be it a generalization of
same.
Many enter late, if they attend at sorts, the attitudes of an amazing peralL They treat the professors disre- centage of Natural Sciences students
spectfully and give absolutely no feed- are far from receptive, far from positive and farfromrespectable.
back.
They rarely pay attention in class,
It is no wonder the course is less
yet arrogantly expect to understand than successful
new concepts.
True, challenges to the FoundaThey place blame on the profes- tion Courses should be voiced and
sors or the class itself for lack of com- alternative options researched, but, in

Allison Fine
Hanszen '97

Division I athletics contribute to great Rice experience
To the editor;
In all fairness, how can a history
professorpredicttheend ofthe Southwest Conference? The Southwest
Conference has had economic and
ethical problems in the past, but so
have almost all of the conferences in
Division I athletics over the years.
How many problems do you think
the Southwest Conference has had
compared to the Southeastern Conference? Alabama, Auburn, Kentucky
and the list goes on. Let's not use this
petty lever to try to give athletics at
Rice the boot
It is appalling to see athletics at
Rice called a "semi-professional spec-

tator sport" and nothing more. How
many students do you actually think
would attend this school if there were
no athletic events to watch? I'm sure
many students would not want to come
to Wee if it were similar to MIT, no
matter how low the cost
There is already enough stress
and competition between students
now. Many Rice students who support admission being based solely on
SAT scores and other academic criteria would not truly be in favor of the
"diverse" student body which would
ensue.
The "illustrious" Rice intramural
program or Beer-bike could not keep

Executive order makes murderers of us all
To the editor:
One of country music's most popular songs among U.S. servicemen during the Gulf War declared, "YouVe
Got to Stand for Something, or You'll
Fall for Anything." If there has ever
been a time in our nation's history
when standing up for something has
been necessary to defend the very
basis of the American way of life, that
time is now.
0 n Dec25,1993, President Clinton
presented his Christmas gift to
America: an executive order requiring states to use tax money to pay for
abortions under certain circumstances.
This order not only effectively negated the Hyde Amendment tfhich
prohibits taxpayer funding of abortions and was affirmed by both houses
of Congress in the fall of 1993, but
contradicted the President's own executive order of Oct 26,1993, which
prohibited any new federal mandates
without prior consultation with affected parties!
Several states, including Utah,
Louisianaand South Dakota, have laws
prohibiting such funding, butwith one
stroke of the pen Clinton has swept
aside the right of states to make laws
contradicting his own whims.
The direct implications of this order are obvious. Now, the American
taxpayer, regardless of how he or she

the midst of recent criticism, it is necessary for us all to realize that the fault
of the Natural Sciences course does
not rest solely with the university or
with the professors.
The question is not whether Dr.
Freeman and his peers are attempting, as best they can, to effectively
teach. It is, instead, whether or not the
students are doing the same.
And,frommypersonal experience,
the Natural Sciences 101 and 102 students, a group to which I am required
to belong, need desperately to reevaluate their attitudes before any validity
is to be seen in their criticism.

order, the political consequences
should suffice as a cause for alarm.
What sort of precedent is set when a
president overrides congressional legislation, state legislation and one of his
own executive orders to implement
something that he knows many Americans oppose? What happens when he
gets away with it once? If it works,
won't he try it again?
The time has come for Americans
to stand up for something, before their
nation falls for anything! Just imagine
the consequences if the American
*Fads arefacts. Abortion people acquiesce in the face of this
attack upon their basic morals and
rights, not to mention the very lives of
is murder!'
our unborn citizens!
Even something as simple as a
letter to one's congressman accomWe cannot take this lightly. The plishes some good (the Freedom of
purpose of the order, in itself, has Choice Act was shelved last year beopened the door for the official demo- cause of constituent response!).
This literally is a life-and-death islition of the values of life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness upon which sue. Every person who respects the
any civilized society must be founded. value of human Pe must be willing to
stand up, to make one's voice heard!
Facts are facts. Abortion is murder!
There have indeed been instances Either that or every moral and politi-,
in history when governments officially cal precept upon which our society
sanctioned the elimination of those was built will be cast into the dustbin
members of society deemed inconve- of history.
nient to the rest Here's a hint Steven
Analisa Norris, Lovett '96
Spielberg just directed a movie about
Steven Iltiss, Lovett '94
one such nation!
Peter Johnson, Baker '94
For those who do not see the moral
Rice for Life
implications of President Clinton's
feels about abortions, will be required
to pay for them
'Every American will now be forced
to be an accomplice to murder! And
our system of checks and balances,
which heretofore has given our country a degree of political stability unrivaled in history, has been thrust aside
as federal and states legislatures find
themselves powerless on such a crucial issue.

Opinion Policy
All opinion pieces and letters to the editor should be turned into the Thresher office
by 5 p.m. die Monday before Friday publication.
All unsolicited submissions will be considered letters unless prior
arrangements are made.
letters and columns should be submitted on Macintosh disk, on IBM
disk or as printed copy.
All submissions must be signed.
Tlie Thresher reserves the right to edit columns for content, clarity, style, grammar
and length and letters for clarity, grammar and length.
Preference' will be given to letters submitted on disk. Disks may be picked up from
the opinion disk return box inside the Threslier office.
Letters must be less than 1,000 words. Or else the evil Opinion editor will cut it
himself.
For more information, contact the Opinion editor at the Thresher or call 527-4802.

bringing in such well-rounded classes
every year.
The fact that athletes are admitted
into this university by different standards than other students is not a big
secret or a "back-door" policy.
Many students are admitted to this

like "an albatross weighing the university down"? Why should a professor dictate which endeavors are acceptable reasons to bypass the admissionsprocess, such as music, whereas
athletics is not?
With such successful athletic programs as our nationally ranked baseball team and women's cross-country
team, as well as world-ranked track
' The fact that athletes areand field team members, not to mention many others, Rice is out to prove
that it can compete with larger schools
admitted into this
in Division I, even though we are one
university by different ofthe smallest Sure, wecould change
to a different division, but would the
new standards for athletes enable us
standards than other
to compete as well?
students is not a big secret Discussing possibilities for the future of athletics at Rice is one thing,
or a "back-door" policy. but for someone who is obviously op
posed to athletics to come out and
knock one of Rice's great institutions
is wrong in my opinion.
1 thought Rice was above nameuniversity by special admissions processes that require different standards calling and vicious attacks! In the futhan those for a "typical" student Shep- ture, try to imagine what Rice Univerherd School students, ROTC students, sity would be like if there were no
and many of the minority students are athletics. 1 think it might surprise and
all admitted through different pro- scare you.
grams.
Mike Barako
Should these programs be abolHanszen '96
ished orchanged?Are these programs
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Humanities 101 offers unique opportunities for exposure
Chris
Thomas
Hokay Dokay. HUMA. What
comes to mind when you hear the
name of this class uttered?
Do you think of that waste of time
that you sat through your freshman
year, back when you still had ambitions of becoming the next Albert
Einstein; back when you figured on
getting that double double-E, chem-E

degree?
Remember taking the class, only
to realize that you really didnt need it
after becoming an English major all
those years back?
Maybe you were one of the lucky
ones; anticipating your uncertainties,
perverting the intended purpose of
the Foundation Courses; wandering
aimlessly through college, not taking
your required introductory courses
until the final semester ofyour gradu-

ating year. What is the use of allowing
someone to take an introduction
course as little more than a denouement to your undergraduate career?
Did you take the course and find
yourself left adrift in an embarrassingly Eurocentric interpretation of the
historical development of culture and
thought?
Were there too many white people
in the reading material?
Were there altogether too many
Christians in your assigned readings?
(Heaven forbid!)
Did you skip class often enough so
as not to be subjected to such offensive material, or did you attend religiously in order that you might express your opinions?
For some, though, HUMA 101/
102 were the first classes they had
ever taken that gave them the opportunity to read comic books(!).
Others discovered depths to Madame Bovary they never intended to
probe.
Some were taken by the intricacies
of Franz Kafka, while many were
bogged down by the ran tings of St.
Augustine.
For every inconsistent experience
recounted by a student of
HUMA, you will find somebody's
tinique expectation for the class.
Structured rigidly and applied

loosely, the organization of the course just an adjustment problem If I really
leaves a few jaded and bored, though had problems with the difficulty of my
this might be an exception to the norm courses, I could have accepted that
In dealing with the large number scholarship to the University of Neof students that register for the class, braska at Omaha and left Rice behind.
section assignments are random, givI was proud to have learned several things during HUMA classes.
Even though I had grown to learn the
absoluteness of logical reasoning,
HUMA demonstrated quite embar' The course behaved as arassingly the mistakes that can be
made when trying tofitmetaphor to a
castle made of Velveeta—rigid logical framework
The course behaved as a castle
apply too much pressure made of Velveeta — apply too much
pressure and it oozes outfromunderand it oozes out from neath you.
I learned that the execution of an
underneath you. 9
idea doesnt have weight with your
audience if it doesnt have importance
to you. As a fellow human, I have the
ability to create works as significant as
ing students no expectation of who those studied in class.
Whether others will respect my
will be teaching them until the first
contributions depends heavily upon
day they walk into the classroom
From personal experience, this their ability to recognize the seriousrandom assignment can have its diffi- ness with which I execute my works.
I learned that, with perseverance,
culties. In transferring sections at the
semester, I had the unfortunate luck even bullshit can become golden.
of having an easy professorfirstand a
Some people have criticized the
hardasslast
course for its relative lack of minority
Because of this, it took several voices and alternative interpretations.
Maybe this is a conspiracy on the
weeks to realize that things wouldn't
be as easy as I had thought Still, it was part of our faculty to keep the under-
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would gain credit for their irreversible
transition towardsthe West the credit
that leaders of these countries will
need in their respective parliamentary elections.
When NATO hesitates to accept
these countries with full membership
it lends momentum to their anti-reform politicians — who rely on welfare promises — and public criticism
of current recession.
Moreover, Clinton has made another serious mistake, which in the
long run endangers good relations
among the Visegrad nations themselves. He passively allowed Czech
President Vaclav Havel to change the
agenda of the American leader's stay
in Prague.
What was planned *was a multilateral summit between the U.S. president and the he&ds of the Visegrad
group; instead, pursuing only his own
interests, Havel turned the summit to
the bilateral Czech-American negotiation on how to shift the border between East and West behind the Czech
domain.
Misguided by his untrained advisers the U.S. president did not perceive
Havel's effort to monopolize the meeting. It was easy to predict that Havel,
after the decrease in his power by the
split of Czecho-Slovakia, endeavors to
improve his hurt reputation and to
secure his own fame.
The Czech president wants his
country to enter NATOfirstand alone.
He is willing to discontinue the politi-

N0TMIN& 5 ooman

cal cooperation established among the
Visegrad group and operate his government under a budget deficit in order to quickly improve Czech military
standards.
Havel's plan of getting to NATO
first and "closing the door behind me,"
if approved by the United States, could
create contention and rivalry among

' Clinton let Havel alter
the whole American
position on thefuture of
central Europe in
exchangefor a mug of a
beer and a saxophone. '
the other central European countries
that are more parsimonious in their
military expenditures.
President Clinton obviously isnt
aware of this danger.
After receiving a protocolarly unusual state dinner in an ordinary pub
in Prague, Clinton let Havel alter the
whole American position on the future of central Europe in exchange for
a mug of a beer and a saxophone.
Clinton's day in Prague has laid the
foundations for intense rivalry created among the Czech Republic and
its erstwhile partners in the Visegrad
group.
With the recent diplomatic conflict

our HERE,WI-

THE PRESIDENT'S OHHtSW^TO
ANNOUNCE. THE WnEWMER
SPECIAL COUNSEL, THAT'S M l -

graduates uninformed.
Maybe it is a gross omission that is
tantamountto suppression ofthought
Maybe they didn't have time to put
in ten percent of what they wanted to
teach and they are simply try ing to get
as much of a background into the
subject as possible without wasting
time getting too specific.
In my experience, the course offers several examples of alternative
interpretations of Western civilization: The Princess of Cleves as the first
feminist novel, The Confessions of St.
Augustine as a diary of a religious
minority, The Metamorphosis as an
expose of the treatment of the handicapped in nineteenth-century Europe,
The Iliad remarking on homosexual
love; the list goes on and on.
That each work allows for myriad
interpretation demonstrates the slippery nature of our existence. If the
course is able to demonstrate these
points to those most needing it—e.g.,
believers in the gospel of ones and
zeroes, the binary absolutists — the
professors are doing their job and
doing a service to the community.
NEXT WEEK: SCSI 102, or How I
Learned to Hate Chem Lec.
Chris Thomas is a Sid Richardson
College senior.
between Slovakia and Hungary over
the controversial Danube River dam,
Clinton's misguided approach towards
this politically sensitive region further
threatens Central European stability.
If Slovakia, Poland, Hungary and
the Czech Republic were all accepted
into NATO now, it would hamper any
rivalry among them NATO membership would provide the road to fully
functioning democracies, just as it
helped stem authoritarian backsliding in Portugal, Span, Greece, Turkey and West Germany when they
became NATO members.
Needless to say, Partnership for
Peace won't work. Instead of expressing its unanimous support the United
States has relegated four former Soviet satellites reaching for democracy
to the level of barely post-feudal
Tajikistan or Turkmenistan.
• Although Clinton was generous in
including countries for his Partnership for Peace that lay to the east ofthe
Ural Mountains and who thus would
take away political cohesiveness from
the alliance with geographically northAtlantic orientation, his evaluation of
the four major NATO applicants was
not proper. The leaders of NATO who
gathered last week in Brussels incorrectly attached talismanic significance
to the present number of NATO mem
bers.
They didntrealizethat bipolar division Of Europe is past history and
that NATO must come out of the old
era. Otherwise it will go out of business.
Marian S. Pistik
Hanszen '96
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Anew look at academic life, freshman grades is needed
Maryana
Iskander

them the flexibility to take difficult
courses emphasizing learning rather
than grades.

Committee to evaluate Rice academics

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Discussion about the academic
atmosphere at Rice has raised the
point that perhaps many negative attitudes toward learning and grades develop during the first or second semester of college. Alternative methods of grading may be one way of
fostering a more enriching academic
atmosphere.
Lifting the pressure of grades during all or part of the freshman year
would encourage students to concentrate on learning instead of simply
grades, a redirected focus toward
learning that will remain with them
through their four or five years at
Rice.

Anne
Chettle

Johns Hopkins does not count first
semester grades at all. According to
their written policy, "The first term

Closer
Look

When my thoughts first turned
to college in high school, I formed
an image ofendless late-night ph ilosophical debates, of intellectual, if
naive ponderings of the state of the
world and of an environment where
the pursuit of knowledge extended
far beyond the classroom
Throughout my almost four
years at Rice University, I have appreciated thefirst-classteaching and
rigorous academics. However, my
experiencefallsshort of the image
I had created for myself.
Rice is an institution that prides
itself on its high academic standards as well as its exacting demands placed on the students to
fulfill their requirements. Such demands are expected of a top-notch
university.
Rice students conscientiouslydo
what is asked and expected ofthem,
no easy feat given the workload,

grading procedure has been adopted
to alleviate adjustment pressures on
new students, while still permitting
necessary evaluations."
A freshman receives standard letMASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE ter grades the first term that are neither given to the student nor mailed to
OF TECHNOLOGY
the parents and normally not released
At M IT all courses for thefirstyear to anyone except faculty advisors.
are pass/fail Receiving an A, B or C Graduate schools do not receive copies of these grades without the consent of the student
A second transcript is started for
* At MIT all courses each student the second semester.
This lists courses satisfactorily com
for thefirst-yearare pass/ pleted the first semester (Le., a D or
better) designated by an S in place of might change that
Abuses of such a policy are posfail... first-year grades the actual grades earned. Although
first-semester grades do not appear sible, butthe students who would benon the transcript, a freshman can be efit from this change would far outare not released to
placed on Academic Probation or on number those who might abuse it.
the Dean's List After the first semesAnother consideration is that pass/
graduate schools. 9
ter, students can continue to take one fail policies usually inflate GPAs bepass/fail course every semester.
cause the worst grades are usually
The academic advisor with whom
results in a Pass on your transcript I spoke said that abuse of the policy is
whereas a D or F results in a No to be expected. The students who
Record (Le., there is no record of the abuse the policy do not necessarily
' What is clear is a
student's having taken the course. It "blow off" their first semester but
is not possible to fail anything — you rather do not put in as much effort as
pass/fail policy has the
just receive no creditforyour courses.) possible. But students who do not
Grades are only seen by advisors and abuse the policy benefit by becoming potential to alleviate firstprofessors. First-year grades are not adjusted to the academic expectations
in college without the focusongrades. year stress and encourage
released to graduate schools.
The students I spoke with believe
this system is wonderful because it WHAT CAN BE DONE AT RICE?
students from the very
helps first-year students adjust to colThe pass/fail system has certain beginning that knowledge
lege classes and to a college atmosphere without the stress and pres- merits that could be considered at
transcends the limited
sure of grades. It also allows students Rice, particularly since Rice's students
to take whatever level course they are just as competitive as those from
usefulness of a grade. '
want during their first year with P/F MIT or Johns Hopkins. Without the
emphasis on grades the first semester
status.
Students usually take many of the or first year, perhaps incoming studistribution courses that do not count dents would approach the academic
toward their major thisfirstyear. The environment with more ease and with made during thefirstyear, when they
do not count Are we thus hurting our
logic used is that courses that are not a greater focus toward learning.
I met with Dr. Patricia Martin of own students by shocking them too
needed for their major and subjects in
which they may be weak (for example, Academic Advising to get her input on early with college class expectations
Greek civilizations for a physics ma- the situation. She saw certain advan- and preventing themfromever recovjor) should not harm their cumulative tages in a pass/fail system during part ering?
or all of the freshman year.
What is clear is that a pass/fail
GPA
The inequalities in high school policy has the potential to alleviate
Abuses of the policy are to be expected — students who dojustenough preparation might be evened out by a first-year stress and encourage stupolicy similar to MITs. Also, she said dents from the very beginning that
to pass, etc
But the students with whom I spoke that many students who do not do well knowledge transcends the limited
believe that the good far outweighs in courses required for their major usefulness of a grade.
the bad. Regardless of the abuse, the during the freshman year are too ofpolicy helps students adjust to the ten discouraged and hastily change Maryana Iskander is a Wiess
college atmosphere while allowing majors. A freshman pass/fail system College freshman.

and yet at quite a cost Despite, or
because of, the academic challenges,
there seems no love of learning and no
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Rice is an institution
that prides itselfon its high
academic standards as
well as its exacting
demands placed on the
students to fulfill their
requirements. 9
desire to think once the class ends or
the books close.
Work becomes all-encompassing;
this leads to an apathetic and
unintellectual environment, where students face their work with a sense of
drudgery. Many students simply do

not have time to engage in many
outside interests (lectures, political
activities, discussion groups), and
the interests they do pursue are
decidedly unacademic simply to
blow off steam.
That being said, the purpose of
the Committee on Academic Environment (a committee under the
auspices of the Student Association) is to discover why Rice's vast
potential to enlighten while it educates is largely unrealized.
In the next few weeks our committee will be bringing issues that
we have explored as possible parts
of the problem — for example,
graduation requirements, the core
curriculum, graduation honor, and
this week, freshman grading options.
These articles are meant to spur
discussion and suggest ways to
make Rice truly an institution of
higher learning.
Anne Chettle is the chair of the
Committee on Academic Environment and a Lovett College senior.
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A FEW MONTHS AGO, 1PIS
COVEREP SOMETHING ABOUT
MYSELF, SOMETHING IP BEEN
PENYING FOR. YEARS, BUT
WHICH IS AN IMPORTANT
PART OF WHO I AM
\

WE'RE BACK, KIPS,
ANP IT'S TIME FOR.
OU MARVELOUS
TO UNBURPEN
HIMSELF,,. \

AT FIRST, ITHOUGHT GOING
PUBLIC UJOULP BE UNSEEMLY,
ALMOST 6ERALPOE5QUE. BUT
UPON REFLECTION, I VEOVEP
YOU HAVE A RJ6HT TO KNOW
THAT I'M.,,I'M...UM...

YOURS
WHAT?

ZONKBR!
HENEEPS
THE LAST
PANEL!

WHAT
ALREAPY?

(p3y
WOW, Ml KB, HBRBSA TIMELY
QUERY' "PEARZONK: WHAT
WAS MARK ABOUT JO REVEAL
BEFORE YOU INTEmjPTEP YES
TERPAY'S STRIP? JUST CURIOUS.
P. C., SHAWHEE<rMISSION, KS

WELL, P. C., THERBS ONLY
ONEWAY TOFINPOUT. LBT'S
SA Y GOOPBYE TO THE OLMAIL
SILO ANP REJOIN OUR.
STORY IN PROGRBSS!

ZONKBR!

IIW GAY
\

'

i—-i

vr

^

• >'

SUBJECT•• MY
RECENT LIFESTYLE MOPI
FICATION! OUR LINES
ARB OPEN. 60 AHEAP,

HELLO,
MARK? I
THINK YOU
OUGHT TO
CHANGE THE
SUBJECT.

OH?
WHY'S
THAT,
CALLER?

BECAUSE
REALLY? HOW
IT'S VERY
UJOULP YOU
PAINFULTO
KNOUJ THAT'-.
YOURLOVEP WHO IS THIS
ONES.

/

UMni

YOUR
MOTHER.
\
\

MOM! I
TOLP YOU
TO
CALL MB
AT WORK '.

X

3*
'/A
PEAR Z: YOU SEEM R£

ZONK! LUCTANTTVSHOW THE
GET

OUTA
THERE'

MARK SERIES, SUGGESTION- WHY NOT JUST
PUBLISH A CLIP? HELPFULLY, R.R.,
NEW

l

y

6RBAT IPEA, R-R.f ONB
CUP, COMING UP! ANYONE
INTERESTED IN SEEING THE
WHOLE SERJES CAN WRITE TO
THIS NEWSPAPER! ROLL IT'

I'VE GOT IT. HE
WAS SLEEPWALKING!

OOPS,..

IN HIS CAR?
HE HAP A
SLEEP PISORPER.

m

(o3'%u<c&?
HERE'S HOW IT CAME POHJN,
LISTENER. HOWCOULPI
PISCUSS GAY-RBLATEP IS
SUES ON THE AIR WITH
OUT FULL DISCLOSURE7

UM... NO, I WOULPN'T
SO YOU EXACTLY SAY I..
OUTEP
UH... OUTEPMYSELF...
YOUR- MORE LIKE,,. UM..
SELF? MORE LIKE... _/

I'VE LOST MY CONCENTRATION, PAMMIT/

SORRY,
MAN.
TBLL MB
ABOUT

£
WELL, I SEE MY
TIME IS UP, THANKS
TO THE OFFSTAGE
LUNATIC FRJN6B.
LATER, KIPS. \

s k j l

1 PONT KNOW
SO YOU
WHY HE'S SO
THINK BEING
BENTOUTOF
GAY IS EMSHAPE. I JUST BARRASSING
SAVEPHIM
FROM TOTALLY
EMBARRASSING
HIMSELF!

fa

ZONKBR
THINK BEING
STRAIGHT IS

M/KB, WE'VE
BEEN THROUGH
THIS! MAYBE
YOUR. PARENTS
PIPIT, BUT...

\

HIT THE
LIGHTS
ON THE
WAY OUT,
WILL/A*
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Petition protests F&H
plans for bathrooms

Going down...

by Kate Hallgren

Wiess College freshman Rhea Sumpter enjoys his college's version of a swamp at the Acabowl last month.

Food and Housing's decision to
change Brown College bathrooms into
single-sex facilities has prompted the
Brown Cabinet to try to go above
F&H's head.
About 200 of Brown's 310 members signed a petition that asks the
administration toconsideralternatives
to the current bathroom renovation
plan. The petition was submitted
Wednesday to Vice President for Finance and Administration Dean
Currie.
Brown IVesident Rachele Harless
said the change to single-sex bathrooms would be a waste of money.
"It's not that we want co-ed bathrooms," she said. "We think our bathrooms are fine now and don't see the
impetus to spend $175,000 on them in
a way that will make them more
cramped with longer lines."
If each bathroom were divided into
two u nder the currently proposed plan,
the size of changing rooms and walkways would shrink. The changing
rooms would be reduced to nine
inches, smaller than some people's
feet, not including the seven-inch di-

viding step in front of the showers.
Also, students fear that because
floors are not equally divided by gender, there would be longer lines for
. showers for whichever sex is in greater
number. This floor plan was drawn up
in 1987 when Brown first became coed. As the only plan drawn so far, it is
the major focus of student objections.
But Residential Colleges Coordinator Bob Truscott said these plans
are no longer under consideration.
"We threw them out as design solutions. Upon consultation with Facilities and Engineering and an outside
architectural firm we will come up
with a more acceptable design solution — what we want and what they
[students] want," Truscott said.
Right now the bathrooms are designated co-ed only after a unanimous
floor vote. For the last two years, every bathroom has been co-ed. But
according to a recent survey, 6 percent of Brown students would like
single-sex facilities. This disparity between the vote and the survey results
bothers both students and administrators.
"Right now we have more plans for
theunanimousvote process," Harless
SEE BROWN PAGE 8

Senator's efforts pay off infreeairport shuttle for students
by Lisa Ann Robertson
The recent success of the Student
Association shuttle bus system has
student leaders and campus police
officials planning encore services.
Close to 180 students caught the
SAbusfrom William P. Hobby Airport
when they returned to campus after
winter break, according to Student
Activities Director Sarah Nelson Crawford.
"We certainly consider it a success," said Capt Don Gohn, assistant
chief of campus police. "If that many
people rode, there's obviously a need
for this kind of service." He said the
shuttle bus service will be offered again
when the need arises, such as after
holidays.
SA President Julia Farnham said
the program will be repeated in the
future based on demand, most likely
at Thanksgiving and winter breaks.
Jones College Sen. Marty Makulski created the system after picking

up a friend from Hobby the Sunday
after Thanksgiving.
"I went around the circle about 20
times and each time around I saw
peoplefromRice doing the same thing.
I figured every person going in had to
be picking up at least one person, and
I thought, "What a waste of energy™
he said.
Makulski then talked with other
students about creating a shuttle system utilizing campus buses and drivers.
With enthusiastic peer support, he
approached Campus Police Chief
Mary Voswinkel. The shuttle buses
fall under her jurisdiction and new
programs must be approved by her.
Voswinkel directed Makulski to
Gohn, explaining the problems the
department had with similar services
in the past
"I told them that what we were
offering was completely different,"
Makulski said.
In the past the shuttles had operated like a taxi service, scheduling

individual trips to and from the airport
for individual students. T h e SA
planned the new service to operate
only on the day most students return
to campus, Sunday, and run every

We certainly consider it a
success. There's obviously
a need for this kind of
service.
Capt. Don Gohn
Campus Police

hour taking as many students as possible.
Running from 2 p.m. to midnight,
the shuttle bus and driver were funded
by the police department (k>hn said
he hadn't calculated the cost of the
service, but said the driver was paid
time-and-a-half for working on an off-

• Volunteers are needed for HOSTS (Help One Student Succeed), a program at SouthMayd Elementary that
helps children leam to read. Volunteers would work once a wfeek during school hours. Call Sandy or Marie
at 921-5269.
• The Museum of Fine Arts needs volunteers on the morning of Jan. 29 for the Park Plaza Fine Arts 5K run.
Call Elizabeth at 956-8484.
,
• Tutors are needed to teach English as a second language about two hours per week. _
• Project Apple lets students team-teach a second-grade class for a day. Call Jessica at 630-8042.
• Rice Recycling is meetlngWednesdays at9:30 p.m. at the CoffeeHouse. Also, a work-study student is needed
for four hours per week. Call Kara at 630-8429.
• Alternative Spring Break deposits will be accepted through 5 p.m. toda'y.
• Information on summer volunteer opportunities is available in the RSVP office.
Call or visit the Rice Student Volunteer Program Office in the Rice Memorial Center Cloisters (527-4970) for
information on any project.

Crime on campus
Dec. 21,1993 - Jan. 5
9 p.m. Jan 10 -10:15 a.m. Jan. 11
2 - 3 p.m. Jan. 12
10:30 p.m. Jan. 13 -1:30 a.m. Jan. 14
11:30 p.m. Jan. 15 •Colleges
6 a.m. Dec. 10,1993 - 7:30 p.m. Jan. 8
9:30 p.m. Jan. 14 - 1 0 a.m. Jan. 15
"

because of the high-volume campus
need and potential for mechanical
breakdowns away from support staff.
But the bus didn't experience these
kinds of problems this time.
The implementation of the shuttle
bus had both Farnham and Makulski
encouraging other students to take
their ideas to the Student Association.
"Every student has at least one g(xxi
idea [for campus improvement] while
they're here. But if they don't feel
empowered to do anything about it,
then they just tell their roommate, and
then it dies," Makulski said.
"If oth«jf administrators can see
that working with students helps then:
offer better service, then it can only
help progress," he said.
"Wecan't anticipate people's needs
if they don't tell us what they are."
Other SA-sponsoredprogramsand
activities initiated by students this semester include the bookstore study,
the survey of interest in a MexicanAmerican history course, and a study
of financial aid services.

Honor Council docket

RSVP Opportunities

Academic buildings
9 p.m. Dec. 17,1993 - 6:30 p.m. Dec. 23,1993

day.
Makulski haggled with Hobby Airport officials to let the shuttle in and
out of the airport without paying the
$20 toll levied on similarly sized vo
hides.
The SA spent roughly $20 to create
and distribute flyers letting students
know about the service at the end of
last semester.
Farnham said theorganizationwill
certainly publicize the service more in
the future and will try to get a second
bus available.
T h e r e were some snafus," Makulski said. "As the day progressed, it
took the bus about an hour and a half
to make the round trip. So it didn't
always leave on the hour, and some
students got tired ofwaiting. Butsince
they were all centralized so me of them
split cab fare or called friends and
crammed several people in cars. Next
year it would be nice to have two
buses."
Gohn said the campus police typically avoid using buses off campus

Sound equipment stolen from locked room. No
evidence of forced entry.
Computer equipment taken from office.
Two VCRs stolen from unlocked lab.
Unattended billfold taken from table.
Leather coat taken from public coat rack.
Graffitti written on elevator door and walls.
Several items stolen from locked room. One
suspect identified and changed.
Bike taken from rack. Cut chain and lock found
on ground.

In Case 3, the Honor Council voted 6-2 to give an F in a course and
a one-semester suspension to a student who pleaded in violation of the
Honor Code.
The student had been accuse* of changing answers on an exam in
a lower-ievel science course before submitting it for a regrade.
Because the exam was worth more than 10 percent of the course grade,
the consensus penalty would have been an F in the course and a twosemester suspension. The punishment was lessened because the
council found the student had been under emotional stress. The
student was allowed to choose whetherthe suspension would be taken
this semester or next.
In Case 5, the Honor Council found two students guilty of working
together on a lab write-up, when course policy did not allow it.
The council gave each student a single loss of credit.
The students pleaded not in violation, but later admitting that they
had technically violated course policy but had done so unintentionally
as a result of miscommunication with their lab assistant.
Because the assignment was worth more than 10 percent of the
course grade, the consensus penalty was an F in the course and a twosemestersuspension. The punishment was lessened, however, because
the council determined that the violation was unintentional and the
students were not seriously negligent in attempting to understand
course policy.
In Case 7, the HonorCouncil found a student to be guilty of plagiarism
charges on a lower-level humanities course assignment. The vote was
5-2 to give the student an F in the course and a requirement to rewrite
the paper.
The student pleaded in violation of the Honor Code, but said he or she
did not understand what plagiarism is as a result of a learning disability.
Because the assignment was worth a large percent of the course grade,
the consensus penalty at that time was an F in the course and a onesemester suspension. The council, however, found that the violation
was unintentional, though it agreed the student was negligent in not
understanding plagiarism.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
President's Lecture Thursday
As part of the Presidential Lecture
Series, Sylvia Earle will give a talk
Thursday titled "What Price Oceans."
The lecture will be at 8 p.m. in the Rice
Memorial Center's Grand Hall, and
admission is free.
Earle is a former chief scientist of
the National Oceanic Atmospheric
Administration, a marine scientist,
explorer, record-setting aquanautand
conservationist

Speech club hosting tourney
The Rice Speech Club will co-host
a tournament this weekend with
Creighton University.
President Sean Knight said he expects 150 people from 16 schools
across the nation. The convention represents the last chance for the team to
prepare for nationals, which are April
7-9.
Five members qualified for this
year's national tournament in eight
events: Knight; PeterJohnson.aBaker
College senior; Scott Ruthfield, a
ix>vett College freshman;Joey Coffey,
a Wiess Co liege junior,and Ryan Levy,
a Will Rice College freshman. These
students will represent Rice in events
such as communication analysis and
impromptu and extemporaneous
speaking.
To qualify for an event a student
must finish in the top three for that
event in three tournaments.
Additionally, two Rice team mem-
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Tuition
FROM PAGE 1

College freshman Charles Klein.
bers have won state championships
"I'm surprised they haven't come
during this school year. BrentStolle.a up with this before. They lure us here
freshman at Ijovetl, captured the cham- with low costs and then jack them up
pionship in extemporaneous speak- on us," said Wiess College junior
ing, an event where each competitor Denny Tseng.
is given 30 minutes to prepare a sevenSA Executive Vice President
minute speech on current events. Suneel Chilukuri said he regretted his
Knight also won the championship in decision to graduate a year early. "It
impromptu speaking.
should have happened earlier. If I had
Knight attributes this success to known such a plan would be implethe new freshmen who have been mented, I would have planned to stay
"driven to do well" and "had extensive the whole four years. But that's the
experience in high school."
kind of thing Gillis was brought here
— by Samidha Ghosh for. This policy is sorely needed."
"It's better than what's been the
Astronaut to speak
policy before, but the real test will be
Bernard Harris, a NASA medical seeing what the class of 1999 pays,"
researcher and astronaut, will speak said Baker President Steve Graham.
about diversity at NASA at today's
"I think it's good that they're going
meeting of AI) VAN CE, or Advocating to put a lid on it instead of having
Diversity And Assisting Career Ex- random increases every year — so
ploration.
you can predict how much it will cost
The meeting will be at 12 p.m. at by the time you graduate," said SRC
the Ley Student Center's Miner junior Rebecca Hindman.
Ixiunge. It is sponsored by Texaco.
Graduate students were also generally supportive of the plan despite
RPC starts lecture series
not being included in it. Kesinee
Hugh Ross will speak on T h e Cre- Angkustsiri, a first-year student at the
ator and the Cosmos" as part of the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of
Rice Program Council's lecture se- Administration, said he found the exries. The two-part lecture will be today clusion to be inconsistent. "Graduate
and tomorrow from 7:30 to 9 p.m. in
students really are a part of the camBiology 131.
pu s no matter how detached they may
Ross is an astronomer with a doctorate from the University ofToronto.
His appearance is co-sponsored by
several Christian student groups and
the West University Baptist Church.
FROM PAGE 7

Brown

/

(shlum • bur • zha)
n 1. a nearly 7 billion dollar culturally diverse international
enterprise noted for recruiting the brightest engineering and
scientific minds from all over the world. 2. 53,000 self-motivated,
e n t e r p r i s i n g achievers in 75 countries, totally committed to
excellence. 3. A place for self-starters in virtually every scientific
and engineering discipline to launch exceptional careers.

said. "It would go through the secretary and would be removed from students."
Residential Colleges Manager
Daniel Perez said he also wants to
remove any peer pressure from the
voting process, but said the solution is
dividing the bathrooms. "When both
facilities are provided, it will be easier
to say that you want them single-sex,"
Perez said.
Harless and Chad Taylor, a mem
ber of Brown's renovations committee, said the cost of the renovations is
an estimated $175,000, with each bathroom costing $25,000.
Even if the money is not spent on
the bathrooms, it will not be used for
other Brown renovations but will revert to the general F&H budget according to Hicks. This budget is made
up of the room and board fees students pay.
"Regardless ofwhetherwegetthe
money for extra amenities around
Brown, we just don't like the proposed
bathrooms," Harless said.
According to a status report by
Harless, F&H officials have also said
they need to be convinced that the
bathrooms should remain the same.
But students feel that they have sufficiently countered the arguments in
favor of changing the bathrooms.

seem. It's like they're singling us out
It's definitely something to bring up
with our representatives. Wecan bitch
about it, but first we have to find out
why we were excluded."
"I like the idea of knowing how
much costs are going to go up," said
Andrew Weber, a second-year graduate student in political science. "But
shouldn't it be consistent for everybody? I'd like to see more stability in
our costs, too."
Joanna Tse, a Baker junior, said
she sees the plan as progress in the
administration's thinking and hoped
that the next step will be a consideration ofgraduate-studenttuition rates.
Faculty members also expressed
concern over graduate-student tuition.
Ecology and evolutionary biology Professor Stephen Subtelny emphasized
the necessity of attracting students
capable of doing Rice graduate work.
"I believe that the graduate program here is equal to the undergraduate program and that graduate students deserve all the same. However,
it is understandable that there are
limited resources. Overall, though, the
plan is much in keeping with the Rice
tradition and will help permit more
families to send their children here,"
Subtelny said.
Geology Professor Robert W.
Dun bar said h e feels that the plan is an
excellent step for helping families plan
for the future." It takes the uncertain ty
"Ever since our first meeting, F&H
said what they wanted to do. The committee worked to meet their requirements, and as soon as they're met,
they're changed," Taylor said.
One factor involved in the debate
is Houston building code, which F&H
claims requires single-sex facilities.
The code has developed into an
area-of particular conflict as different
officials come up with different interpretations. Hal Caton, Houston's chief
building official,told The Houston Post
that as long as a bathroom on every
other floor is designated single-sex, it
meets the codes. Students may decide on their own whether or not to
abide by this.
But Perez does not want to use this
loophole. "I think that we have to follow what's written in the code instead
of trying to get some exception."
Other considerations include complaints from parents and security and
liability concerns, according to F&H.
Hicks said anotherfactor concerns
future Brown students, who should
have the single-sex facilities available
if they want them.
"We feel that we can't rule out the
say of future generations," Hicks said.
Brown students have come up with
many alternatives to avoid the bathroom divisions, such as designating
two floors of the college single-sex
with corresponding bathrooms; simply designating two bathrooms as
mandatory single-sex facilities; or at

out of the process, but I'd really like to
hearwhy they separated outthegraduate programs."
Some students had a more humorous outlook.
"Increases in tuition have far outreached the inflation rate.They should
cap it, but then is the president's salary capped at the inflation rate too?"
asked Kelvin Yip, a first-year graduate
student at the Jones School.
Articles from the Houston
Chronicle, Houston Post, and USA Today all indicate that Rice appears to be
moving in the right direction. History
Professor Richard Smith noted that
many other universities are developing and implementing similar tuition
systems.
Rice Program Council President
Lee Hsia applauded the university's
long-range perspective.
"Malcolm Gillis is an economist
who knows the business and commercial community well. It's quite
smart to fix tuition according to the
CPI. No doubt it's the best way to do it
If anyone knows, it'd be Gillis," Hsia
said.
"It's actually quite a pleasant surprise for someone like ,me who's always thought that there would be an
$800 increase in tuition every year,
but this just proves that Rice still has
the best value in the world."
— George Hatoun contributed to
this story.
least getting a better design plan from
a new architect.
Some of these proposals mirror
those made at other universities facing the same issues. Using an electronic mail survey, Harless gathered
ideas from all over the United States,
Australia and England.
"It showed that co-ed bathrooms
aren't particularly unusual. They're
found at a number of respectable institutions," Harless said. These include
the University of California at Berkeley, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Oberlin
College,
YaleUniversity and Reed College.
Many of the schools with co-ed
bathrooms had also evolved from
single-sex institutions. Oberlin also
requires a unanimous vote to designate a co-ed bath while Berkeley has
single-sex bathrooms alternating by
floor with co-ed in half the dorms.
Responses showed that not only
do other universities face similar logistical problems, but studentattitudes
toward co-ed bathrooms vary as widely
in other places as they do here.
"Co-ed bathrooms are something
that may shock at first, but you really
get quite used to it," said Oberlin student Jeffrey Brick. "In the end I think
it promotes better socialization for both
males and females. There are some
who feel strongly against it, and rightfully so, because if you can't function
in that sort of environment then it can
actually hurt more than it helps."

It's not BSG

ENGINEERING
COMPUTER SCIENCES
GEOSCIENCES
APPLIED SCIENCES
PLEASE NOTE: Open to all interested students.
Your attendance at
the Information Meeting is a prerequisite to our interviewing process,
/'lease attend. Refreshments provided! Casual attire.

INFORMATION MEETING:
D a t e : J a n u a r y 31, 1994
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Schlumberger
Rice graduate Eric Hahn, right, and other ComedySportz members entertain students at the RMC Tuesday.
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Show and tell
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sources.
"When I arrived, one of the first
things I did was read the report, and
we began to lay the groundwork in
August and September.
"Now we've procured the money,
and we're going to go ahead," Gillis
said.
He said he hopes to have the position filled by Jan. 1,1995.
The commemoration also included
music and poetry honoring King's
birthday and his legacy. BSA President Jason Jones was the master of
ceremonies.
T h e holiday is so unique that many
Americans do not know just how it
should be celebrated. An important
challenge for the subsequent holiday
remains that of making the holiday
true for all Americans," Jones said,

M X

Jones College sophomore Kris Hardy, left, and Baker College senior Scott Crowder volunteer as teachers for a
day in a first-grade class at Edgar Odell Lovett Elementary School. Student substitutes taught last semester
through Project APPLE and the Rice Student Volunteer Program.

Quake
FROM PAGE 1

the Earth is safe, solid and unmoving.
I realized that there was absolutely
nothing I could do to stop it
That feeling — being completely
powerless and ignorant of how long
the quake would continue — is one I
don't wantto have again anytime soon.
Then, when the motion had calmed

fires.
The news reported that a relatively
small number of people had been
killed. Looking at the collapsed freeways, I realized that it was very lucky
that the quake occurred when it did,
and not during rush hour — otherwise, the number of fatalities would
have been much greater.
I saw footage from hourly press
conferences given by Caltech geologists trying to figure out exactly what
had caused the quake. And, perhaps
most unnerving, I heard speculation
about the chances that the early morning quake was a "foreshock" of an
even larger one.
Throughout the day I also heard
directlyfromseveral peopleabouttheir
own earthquake experiences.
One man sad he had recently been
to a museum where he stood on a
shaker table that demonstrated what
the "Big One" — an 8.0 quake on the
San Andreas fault — would feel like
from 40 miles away. He said he was
scared when Monday's quake occurred because it felt exactly the same.
Another man left work at 10 a.m. to
go help his daughter, who lived near
the epicenter. He said his son-in-law
was emotionally quite shaken up because the foundation of their house
had an inch-wide crack running
through it
The day wasfilledwith aftershocks
of varying severity. More than 86
aftershocks occurred Monday—perhaps 15 or 20 of those were quite
noticeable. The worst occurred at3:33
p.m.; the building shook forfiveor 10
seconds. I later learned that the magnitude of this aftershock was 5.5, itself
a fairly respectable earthquake.
The experience has affected my
subconscious reaction to real or imagined motion. Even now, every once in
a while, 1 feel as if 1 am moving, and
each time it takes a few seconds to

The motiuon went
against one of the most
basic human instincts —
that the Earth is safe, solid
and unmoving.'
down, I begin to think that maybe I
had overreacted. I was a stranger to
California. For all I knew, quakes of
this magnitude happen every month.
I had no way to judge whether this one
was a 4.0 or an 8.0 on the Richter scale.
With this thought in mind, when the
room stopped moving and the hangers stopped rattling I went back to bed
and turned on the television. There I
learned that this was in fact a large
earthquake, a 6.6, but that the worst
had probably already passed. In the morning the TV news had
much more information. I found out
that the epicenter was in Northridge
— Pasadena is 25 miles east I saw
pictures of a collapsed apartment building; of other buildings that had been
completely obliterated, either by the
quake itself or by natural gas explosions; of fallen highways; of a broken
water main shootingageyser perhaps
80 feet in the air, and of many, many

realize that this is not another aftershock.
Earthquake coverage continued
throughout the day on all of LA's TV
stations. The local station even cut in
with reports in place of the commercial breaks in CBS's 8 p.m. national
report
By Monday night, the focus had
turned to reporting the progress in
restoring water and power to the neigh-:
borhoods worst hit; the safety of the
water that was still available; the du skto-dawn curfew in the city of Los Angeles. A total of 1.3 million people were
initially without electricity, and Tuesday morning, hundreds of thousands
still had no water or power.
There was also the monumental
task of rebuilding the city's buildings
and freeways. Some reported that the
Santa Monica Freeway, the nation's
busiest highway, might take as long
as a year to rebuild. Los Angeles lives
by its freeways, and no one is quite
sure how the city will deal with the
lossofseveralofthem.Tuesday morning one TV station was reporting commuting delays of up to six hours each
way.

9

quoting the words of King's wife,
Coretta Scott King.
"The MLK Jr. holiday celebrates
those unsung heroes and heroines —
not only blacks but of all races and
religions—who struggle, suffer, persevere and help to change the nations
of the day."
Gillis'speech emphasized the positive role that private, historically black
colleges and universities have played
in shaping King and other great black
leaders in the United States.
Students and faculty also gathered
that evening for a candlelight vigil in
the academic quad. Several students
discussed the significance of King in
their lives.
Jones said the BSA was pleased
with the turnout
He said he feels the new academic
holiday is "extremely significant, in
hopes that this campus becomes more
unified."
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'Even now, every once in a
while ,1feel as iflam
mwing.'
In the airport and on the plane
home Tuesday, I was surrounded by
people talking of what the earthquake
had done to them and what they were
doing in response. One man talked of
the supplies he had collected—drinking water, food, water to flush the
toilets, and 9 mm ammunition so that
"it will be bad news for anyone trying
to come in."
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"IN

AN IRON CHAIN: The Pursuit of Constructive Juvenile Corrections." When
Charles Rotramel wrote this title for his senior
honors sociology thesis he had given little thought
to how personal that pursuit might become.
Now as founder and director of Youth Advocates, Inc. — a non-profit organization benefiting youth offenders in the Houston area — h&
can reflect back on six years of seeking "the
'correct' correctional facility." Before his graduation from Rice University in 1987, Rotramel —
pictured at right with two program members —
closely studied the Harris County juvenile correctional system. Uncovering what he considered
fundamental shortcomings of the system, he
formulated the idea of an advocacy program for
youth offenders. Described by one youth in the
program as a cross between Stevie Wonder and
Einstein, the tall, bearded Rotramel has a strong
presence. And a strong message. He estimates
that 90 percent of Youth Advocates' members
would be incarcerated today if notforthe group's
intervention.
INTERVIEW BY MEGAN O'GRADY
What first interested you in the
problems of the juvenile justice
system?
I've asked myself that question
many times, and I don't exactly know.
When 1 took the criminology class
from Dr. [Bill] Martin, I was really
drawn to the whole juvenile justice
issue. My initial impression of what
we were learning was that it was wrong
to treat kids in a harsh and punitive
manner. And so, in the process of all
that I decided to do some volunteer
work. Those experiences gave me the
impetus to really look into this area
because I saw a lot of kids who had
been through the juvenile justice system or were on their way there. It
seemed like something was wrong—
their needs weren't being met
In your thesis, you wrote about the
vast problems, inefficiencies and
cases of maltreatment and even
brutality in the Harris County Juvenile Correctional System. In your
experiences as a volunteer, what
problems did you witness?
I saw dozens of kids during the
time I was working at Juvenile Court
Volunteers, mostly hard-core kids who
had been in and out of the system for
a long time—I requested that So, what
I ended up seeing was that the people
who worked in these institutions were
not caring. They were there because it
was a job, or, even worse, because
they thought that they needed to show
the kids how to live, that by punishing
them strongly and harshly they could
show th cm the right way. I dont know
of one time that worked. It was an
abysmal failure, as far as I was concerned.
In your opinion, is this situation
any better today?
Is it getting any better? No. The
system is inherently flawed. You have
this division built up between adults
and youths, and the adults are going
to show the youths "the correct" way
to live. I have a philosophical problem
with that, because I don't think the

people who work in [the juvenile detention centers] necessarily know the
correct way to live. What makes them
the arbiters of life-style? What makes
them be able to say that this is wrong
and this is right?
There is a common perception
that rehabilitation is a futile goal,
that society's first priority should
be to protect itself against those
convicted of crimes. The media
cites studies of repetitive youth
crime leading to adult crimes. Do
you think this pattern is a result of
the system itself?
Look at the evidence. The evidence
that you have to look at is the success
rate of this agency—it's overwhelming. The kids that we deal with have
some sort of a positive outcome. The
question is, what is a positive outcome? We don't view a positive outcome necessarily as staying in school,
living at home, not running away.
Prank is a perfect example. Frank

We don't view a
positive outcome
necessarily as staying
within the confines
of what is a typical
box for a successful
adolescent.
dropped out of schooL He ran away
from home and he continues to be in
a gang. For those three things, you
would say he is a failure. But I say he
is our biggest success story because
he ran away from an abusive home
situation and found himself a better
home, a place where he is wanted.
He's gotten himself his GED and he's
in a community college where he's
doing amazingly, extraordinarily well.

He's not getting in trouble with the
law. He continues to be a member of a
gang, yes. He continues to not live at
home and he continues to be a high
school dropout So fucking what? He
is, on his terms, a massive success.
That's what we looked at
Each kid is individually different
and there is no box that you can put
them in and say, this is the box they
have to live within to be successful.
That's absolutely not true. [Most of
the kids] just need to be presented
with some opportunities and they need
to have a circle of people, of caring
individuals, of peers and adults who
can be supportive of them. And in that
setting, there are very few people who
cannot turn their lives around.
The only people that we've ever
dealt with who we couldn't help at all
are people that have been institutionalized—in other words, have been in
and out of jail so many times that it's
become routine for them. It's become
an expectation on their part It's a
behavior pattern they've established
that we can't break.
Logistically, how did you start
Youth Advocates, Inc.?
When I was writing the thesis, it
wasn't with the idea to have an agency.
It never occurred to me, honestly,
before Dr. Martin asked me about it in
the thesis review hearing. After that
time, I formed a group offivepeople,
one of whom was Elizabeth Long, a
sociology professor here at Rice. We
looked into how you actually do this
technically, what you have to do to
form a non-profit corporation, and we
started going through those steps. It's
all very complicated. We started seeking funding through sources that we
knew about and started getting a little
bit of money here, a little bit of money
there and it started taking off.
The academic efforts of many Rice
students center fairly exclusively
around their own plans for the
future, with the hopes of a successful and lucrative career. You

have focused your education outside the hedges.
When I was here at Rice, I was
increasingly drawn outside of Rice
into what I saw as something that was
really useful to society. Although that
certainly wasn't the focus of [a Rice
education], itwasn'taproblemforme.
When I expressed a desire to do that,
there was a lot of support there for me
in doing it When I came to Rice, I had
no idea I was going to get involved in
anything related to social service. But
when I was here, I guess I started to
realize that I really wanted to do something that I perceived as useful and
meaningful—work that had some sub-

stance to it, as opposed to a moneymaking endeavor. Making money to
me really didnt strike something me
as something I wanted to do; it was
irrelevant to me.
You mentioned the sense of belonging to a gang rewards its members, and the fact that this can
have a positive effect on a young
person, that if it weren't for the
persecution of gangs by the police
and the media, that they would be
a positive thing?
They could be. They are not inherently negative. The activity that agang
does is not inherently negative, because a gang fills a very specific need
in a young person's life. I don't want to
cast it in terms of "If every body just left
them alone, they wouldn't do anything
wrong." The behavior patterns have
been established now. They almost
play off the hysteria
like
There's this whole United in Peace mora
movement In Los Angeles and Chicago, the two cities with the longest- How
standing gang problems, all of the big men
gangs signed peace treaties with one
W
another in 1992. The gang violence sachi
has subsided. And now, the Crips and name
Bloods in Los Angeles are doing com- If son
munity organizing, building commu- in a
nity centers.
chanj
In Chicago, the United in Peace
movement sponsored a march to de- Ther
mand school reform. Ten-thousand twee
gang members marched on the streets is in<
of Chicago. They are capable of doing that ]
positive things, but you have to recog- serio
nize them as an organization, rather our
than criminalize them, because it's thisi
not the membership of a gang that is syste
criminal, it's the illegal activity that's
It
criminal. You can't say that being in a the is
gang itself is wrong.
the is:
have
You do not then, as part of the youw
program, require that members it she
eventually give up gang member- ideok
ship?
The
Absolutely not Now, most of the face o
time, they do that on their own, because they don't need it anymore. We How
fill the need that was filled by the abou
gang. But we don't require that, we ports
don't even put heavy pressure on them lackii
to get out of the gang, because we
W
don't see that it's going to do any good. offerii
peopl<
Obviously, you believe in and ad- that
vocate the adoption of a coirec- stage<
.tional philosophy of humanitari- beyoi
anism. How would you justify these is in
changes to people who feel that like re
society has a moral responsibility day or
to punish those who have commit- or if tl
ted crimes?
to see
That's the whole issue. It's the
Th
moral responsibility issue that we run ship is
into because people really believe that shipw
they as a society are morally respon- them,
sible for imposing punishment on havet
people who act outside the bounds of ment,
and si

Jail Break:

a brief h
ju

Excerpts from IN AN IRON CHAIN: The Pursuit ofConstructive Juvenile Youth
ted m
Corrections," Charles A. Rotramel, Senior Honors Thesis, Sociology Departplacet
ment, Rice University, April 30,1987
crimii
•The most far-reaching example of a state turning to privatized corrections they li
occurred in Massachusetts, where in 1969the Department of Youth Services progn
closed all of the state's training schools and restrictive detention facilities. conce
This reform did not occur slowly or through careful political lobbying; in less theiri
than a year, the chief of DYS ordered the closures and oversaw the fulfillment their i
of his orders. Jerome Miller became DYS commissioner in Massachusetts in emplo
Inil
late 1969 and began an intensive advocacy agenda. He delivered a series of
speeches decrying injustices and inhumane treatment imosed on youths by Seven
arrest
the Massachusetts correctional system.
Soon after becoming commissioner, Miller issued orders to the staff of additk
these facilities that youths must not be subjected to corporal punishnrvent, Pride 1
lock-ups, haircuts, marching or imposed silences. The policy statements met eachy
with much resistance at the facilities. However, Miller maintained his stance. in Col<
highei
In 1971, Miller closed the state's two most restrictive institutions. In January
1972, he issued a mandate immediately closing all correctional institutions. dously
•Even
Residents of these were either immediately paroled, placed in communityprogra
based treatment programs or housed temporarily in dormitories at the
mentv
University of Massachusetts.
After Miller's reforms, only 10 percent of non-paroled DYS youths found height
placement in secure care facilities. While overall recidivism rates for juveniles secont
involve
remained the same in Massachusetts, some of the programs—foster homes
service
and boarding schools especially — exhibited a dramatically reduced rate of
proble
referral.
^
•An example of a program that avoids confinement entirely, but that success- couns<
fully reintegrates young offenders into their communities, is Project New These
moven
Pride, a correctional program currently operated by the Colorado Division of
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what they consider to be acceptable
behavior. My response to that is to be
appalled, because why punish someone if it's not going to do any good?
There's no question that building more
prisons, particularly for juvenile offenders, is not going to be effective.
We should respond to [juvenile crime]
in a way to eliminate it, not in a way
that will make society members feel
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homes. We get in our car, we drive
them to the mall, orwego out to eat, or
we go bowling, or we go play football,
or we go to the park and walk around.
The first few times we're meeting
somebody, it would be myself and
another member, another young person, and this new person, so that
there's an instant camaraderie, because it's not a really threatening one-

..Look at this from a utilitarian standpoint: Who cares
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giving them something positive, like seeing because it's a friendship.
going out to eat, spending time with
them. If they can see us and see that Are there any female members?
we're kind of cool and we're not going
Yes, though the group is about 85
to come down on them and judge percent male. A lot of them are moththem, that we're different than any ers, girlfriends or common-law wives
other adults they've met before, then of some of our members. Those are
they begin to open up, to trust
difficult situations to work with, wh ich
is why we always want one of our staff
members to be female. Then you get
How does the process work?
into the teenage mother problem, the
welfare system—there's a lot of problems that come along with that

if the person is punished if you can find a way to eliminate the behavior? Punishment is not that important.
What is important is the result of that punishment.
like they're tough or meeting their
moral or societal responsibilities.
How could this response be implemented?
Well, it was implemented in Massachusetts in the 1960s by a man
named Jerome Miller [see inset box].
If something is done, it has to be done
in a very sweeping, broad-based
change, a philosophical change.
There is a direct correlation between the number oftimes a youth
is incarcerated and the likelihood
that he will commit another more
serious crime. What is preventing
our society from making use of
this information and changing the
system?
I think it's a misunderstanding of
the issues. I think if one researches
the issues and looks at the studies that
have been done about these issues,
you will immediately understand that
it shouldn't be a matter of political
ideology, but of policy effectiveness.
The ideology doesn't matter in the
face of the problem itself.

on-one encounter. It's more of a casual, very friendly situation. We don't
sit down in a formal setting and interview the kid. It's extremely casual.
Our best talks happen in the car, over
dinner, whilewe're bowling,you know,
in between throwing balls. Amazing
things can happen in those little settings. Because it's reaL It's really real.
It's not something other than life, and
a life that they have wanted for a long
time.
How do you seek out potential
members?
Originally, we got referrals. Most
of the clients that we have now came
from one of two sources. One was the
Challenger School, which is an alter-

lawyer for a young man who was expelled from school unjustly, for belonging to a gang. Tomorrow we have
to call a high school counselor to request a schedule change for one of
our members because his English
teacher is picking on him. We have to
take one member to the doctor because his family has no income and
he's having chest pains.
Day-to-day advocacy situations—
whatever is needed in a given situation, as big as finding a person a place
to live to anything as small as getting
a schedule change. There are no ru les
about what we will or won't do.
What is an example of the types of
issues you are currently dealing

It starts with belonging, which is
so important to adolescents; we give
them a group to belong to. Then we
move to mastery. Mastery is something most of our young people have
never experienced; they haven't been
successful in school It's very important to find something they can master. Independence is absolutely crucial; it's something that is usually denied adolescents. We give them the
opportunity to choose, we don't make
decisions for them. Generosity is
something we try to demonstrate
through our actions to promote them
to become giving people, caring
people. Acultureofcaringiswhatwe
try to establish.
Everyone has a behavior contract

An increasing number ofjuveniles
are being tried as adults. Do you
differentiate treatment depending
on the age of a criminal? How do
you make that differentiation?
It has to do with maturity level. It
has to do with the reasons why they're
doing these things. There are young
people I know, 15 and 16, who are
what I'd call habitual offenders. They
are violent, they are chronic offenders, and you've got to respond to that
But in general kids do these things
because it's apeer-group issue. Left to
their own devices, they're going to
outgrow it When I see someone going to prison for a long time at the age
of 17, I feel that is wrong because if
that's a person who, if they d id n't go to
prison, would eliminate that behavior.
This is for minor crimes.
But when a youth is tried as an
adult, it is often for a more serious
crime. If this behavior does originate from some lack of structure
in their lives, is this something
they'll just outgrow?

Most of the kids, yeah, they are living their lives in a way that is
not productive for them, that is somewhat self-destructive. But

How does Youth Advocates go
about its goal of providing a support structure that was previously native school in Pasadena. About 50
percent were students there at one
lacking?
What it's all about is being real, is time or another. The other 50 percent
offering ourselves as friends to the come through peer networking. We'll
people weworkwith. And Idon't mean have a member who has a friend and
that in a paternalistic way, or in a he wants us to talk to thisfriend.So we
staged kind of way, like, "oh, I want to talk to his friend, and he becomes a
be your friend." No, what that means member. Then we might talk to two
is in a real way—really, we're there, more of their friends, and we get the
like really, they can call us any time, whole peer group involved. We do
day or night, and if something is wrong, things as a peer group, and then the
or if they need to talk, or if they need peer group starts to change because
they know other people within the
to see us, we'll be there.
The method to form that relation- agency who are also members and
ship is the way you'd form a relation- they go to group together. So, maybe
ship with afriend—spendingtime with they'll start to hang out together in a
them, we do a lotoftaking kids out, we different fashion.
have to get them out of their environment, so we don't go into their home How would you describe your daily
and sit there and talk to them in their work? It seems that youVe really

brief history of alternatives to the
juvenile justice system
enile
Part-

devoted your life to this; it has
become something much more
than a job.
Yeah, it's a passion. There is no
typical day; it's sort of a hodgepodge
of approaches. We are also now running a GED class for our members
who have dropped out of school, which
is the vast majority. Then there's the
daily advocacy, things like getting a
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Youth Services in Denver. Project New Pride takes youths who have committed multiple offenses and provides them with education, counseling and job
placement Though all of the involved youths have repeatedly engaged in
criminal behavior, they are not placed in a confined environment Instead,
they live at home or in a community group home throughout the one-year
program period. For three months the youths attend a special school which
concentrates on interpersonal skills they will need to function effectively in
their homes and communities. After this period, all of the youths return to
their regular public schools, enter vocational training programs or begin
employment
Initial studies of Project New Pride indicate a high rate of effectiveness.
Seventy percent of the New Pride youths obtain job placement, and the rearrest rate for that group was one-third the rate of unemployed youths. In
addition to reducing the recidivism rate for juveniles in Denver, Project New
Pride has lowered the cost of corrections: The Project charges $4000 to serve
each youth for a year, while the corresponding incarceration cost is $12,000
in Colorado. This program offers, then, a comparable rate of recidivism, a
higher level of occupational productivity among youths and a cost tremendously lower than the status quo can maintain.
• Even less intrusive upon youths' lives than Project New Pride are diversion
programs which a few states use to detach youthful offendersfrominvolvement with the juvenile justice system. Two types of diversion appeared at the
height of its popularity among juvenile criminologists. The first type was
secondary diversion which suspended all justice system intervention with
involved youths after their arrest, referring them instead to other public
service agencies. . The second type was pure diversion, which involved
problem youths (identified by school and law enforcement authorities in
counseling and job training programs before they actually got arrested).
These programs have since suffered reduction as the powerful conservatice
movement demanded a more punitive response to crime.

that doesn't mean they're bad, or wrong, or ill. It just means
that they need to be presented with some opportunities...
with?
Kids who get locked up for minor
offenses.
Such as?
Well, it's not going to sound minor
when I say it, but like breaking into a
car. I know, most people would say
that's a really major thing. One of our
members has really been demonstrating progress, he's been in and out of
thejuvenile justice system 5or6times,
he's been incarcerated and all kinds of
different things.
He really made a commitment to
us to start turning his life around. He
started going to school, he's a younger
kid, and school's an appropriate thing
for him todo, started comingto group,
avoiding drugs and alcohoL He's still
a member of a gang, so when his
homies went out and broke into a car,
he was there with them, and got arrested along with them. The probation department was intending to send
him to a placement facility, which I
had a real problem with because I had
perceived that he was really making
progress. Why punish him for what is
basically an aberration, as opposed to
a theme in his life?
I deal with things like that The
school thing is a common theme, also.
Kids getting kicked out of school or
mistreated .which happensquiteabit
The family aspect is the other place
we encounter a lot of resistance. A lot
of parents really don't like us. If they
really understand what it is we're about
and what we do, most of the time
they're extremely supportive. But occasionally,^well get into situations with
parents who arc physically abusive or
who arc what I'd call mentally ill, who
don't want our help and intervention
because they perceive that we're going to interfere with the things that
they're doing with their kids. We basically ignore that, if it gets to that poin t
So, your way of seeking out a
potential member is through persistence?
C
Exactly. We go to their house, or
where we know they're going to be,
and we try to remove them from that,

which they sign with us in order to
come into the group. There are certain things they agree to do, things
like coming to group every week and
participating; not lying, staying in contact with us, once every two days is
our rule, decreasing or avoiding drugs
and alcohol, avoiding trouble with the
law and illegal activities, going to
school, if possible. We sit in a circle
and go around the room every week,
point by point You wouldn't necessarily think there would be a lot of hon-

When I was
writing the thesis it
wasn't with the idea
to have an agency
...it was a theoretical
idea.

If you're talking about serious
crime, you're in that three tofivepercentage of juvenile offenders. Then, I
agree that something has to be done.
There is very little that a program like
ours could do for a kid in that situation
because they've been indoctrinated
into a behavior pattern that they're not
going to be able to break. I don't have
a viable response to those people. But
that's not an age issue; that's just the
way it is.
Have you seen minor offenders
transformed into hardened criminals because of institutionalization?
All the time. All the stereotypes
about that are true—juvenile detention is a training schooL Kids go in
there for stealing a kid's bike and
come out with a mindset of wanting to
be as hard as they can. They identify
with the people in there. They get coopted by the mentality of the street
life, and they come out with that.

What are the future goals of Youth
Advocates, Inc.?
We're looking at setting up a residential facility for our members who
Is there some sort of process need a place to live. This would be a
members go through? Is there a long-term living facility, from six
time when you cut the strings, so month s to two years. It's a huge project;
it's going to take a lot of money and
to speak?
Never. It's all a natural progres- time. We want to form the kind of
sion. In the early stages, they're very facility that doesn't exist now, where
stand-offish, we're just kind of there. the members would run the place,
But after we move through a trust and the staff would act only as facilitaphase, they become extremely reli- tors. Hopefully, well get that going by
ant, almost dependent upon us. We fall of next year.
We're also going to try to do some
really become surrogate parents. In
this dependent mode, they're in touch wide-scale interaction among gangs
with us all the time. There's a lot of in the Southeast Houston and Pasa"What do I do? Myfriendswant me to denaareas. We're continuing the GED
go out and rob this car." Well, don't do program through an alliance with the
it... But then they move through that Houston Community College. These
to another stage where they're much are short-term goals. Long term, anymore independent and we become thing is possible.
support persons for them. Eventually,
Youth Advocates, Inc. is currently
they move into an even further independent stage, where they don't need lookingfor committed volunteers. If you
us; we're just friends. But very rarely are interested in tutoring, assisting a
would we have a situation \yhere we member in a job search, or other volundecide our work is done. The kids we teer opportunities, call Charles Rotramel
started with four years ago we're still at 668-3793 and leave a message.
esty about that sort of thing, but I
would say that in the room there is
total honesty.
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NO LONGER BIG
Back by popular demand, the
Radio Music Theatre presents
Wiener Day at the RoUercade, a
two-act comedy about the
biggest event of the year In
Dumpeter, Texae. The cast of
three portray aN 18 characters
simultaneously to create the
Illusion of a crowded skatingrink,while
providing their own live music. Shows
Fridays at 8:30 p.m. and Saturdays at
8:30 and 10:50 p.m. Admission is $12;
cad 522-7722 or stop by the theater at
2623 Colquitt.
Come to Fitzgerald's tonight to hear the
Denton band Brutal Juice, playing with
Baboon, Bleach bath and other B-bands.
$8.50 If you'rea minor,$6.50 othorwjpe.
CaN Fttz's at 862-3838.
The Museum of Fine Arts screens Buffet
Froid (Cold Cuts) tomorrow, a fine French
comedy centered around death. It stais
(and kills) Gerard Depardieu, as well as
a bunch of other people you've never
heard of. They all do too. The lights go
down at 7:30.
Dlverseworks presents 12 Minutes
MAX!, a grab bag of up-and-coming and
established thespians, composers and
performance artists staging their works
in under 12 minutes. Show time Is 8
p.m. Saturday evening at 1117 E.
Freeway. Tlx are $9, give them a call at
223-8346.
Miss Molly and the Whips settle down
at the Satellite Lounge this Friday and
Saturday, not only to make you happy,
but to film you being happyfora video.
The Satellite Lounge is at 3616
Washington.
The Alley Theater Is putting on two "pay
whatever you want" performances of
Keely and Du. Keely and Du to the
nightmarish story of a woman (Keely)
who tries to have an abortion after she
is raped. She wakes up from the
anesthetic to find herself handcuffed to
a bed In a windowiess room, guarded by
a right-to-lifer (Du) who tells her she wiiI
remain In protective custody until she
bears her child. Time Magazine rated
Keely and Du one of the ten best plays
of 1993. The shows are on Sunday and
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.; tickets for the
same day go on sale at noon at the
theater box office on 615 Texas Ave.
On Tuesday the Margaret Root Brown
Reading Series kicks off Its 1994
schedule of the spoken word with
a pair of Houston poets. Robert
Phillip*, head of the creative
writing program at the
University of Houston and
literary executor forthe
estate of Delmore
Schwartz, reads
from

his work along with Susan Prospers, a
distinguished poet who taught a few
classes at Rice years ago. 8 p.m. in the
Brown Auditorium of the MFA.

Demme's 'Philadelphia' barely hits its mark
BY

KRISTIAN

LIN

In the decade or so since the disease has
been public knowledge, Hollywood has maintained a dishonorable silence on the subject of
AIDS. Now Philadelphia, the first "mainstream"
film about the disease, has been brought to the
screen by director Jonathan Demme, who was
reportedly stunned by charges of homophobia
surrounding his lastfilm, The Silence of the Lambs.
Philadelphia's noble intentions exceed its accomplishments, but not by very much.
Corporate attorney Andrew Beckett (Tom
Hanks) has just been named senior associate in
Philadelphia's most prestigious law firm, but
when one of the firm's partners notices a lesion
on Andrew's forehead, his superiors discover
what Andrew has been trying to hide: that he is
gay and sufferingfromAIDS. The firm quickly
fires him on the pretense that he bungled an
important case, and Andrew sues for AIDS discrimination.
With no other lawyers willing to challenge
thefirmin court, Andrew hires Joe Miller (Denzel
Washington) to represent him, even though
Miller's the trashy sort of personal-injury lawyer
who advertises on TV, as well as a confirmed
homophobe. Joe gradually overcomes his prejudice, though, and fights for Andrew's rights.
What immediately strikes you about Philadelphia is the way Demme and screenwriter Ron
Nyswaner have carefully avoided the usual pitfalls. Andrew isn't turned into a martyr or a
crusader for gay rights, and Joe isn't won over to
the cause, nor does he ever become completely
at ease around gays. Andrew's family shows no
prejudice, butrallies around him when the going
gets tough.
As a matter of fact, the filmmakers may have
been too careful. Some touches, like the firm
having one lawyer who's uneasy with the treatment ofAndrew, seem more dutiful than anything
else. In general, though, the film seems determined not to engage in teaijerking, so it's never
in danger of descending to the level of diseaseof-the-week TV movies.
But Demme and Nyswaner do overreach
themselves. Joe's personal conversion is handled
more realistically than his professional conver- Tom Hanks stars as an AIDS patient in Philadelphia, Johnathan Demme's latest project.
sion. How does this unscrupulous character
suddenly become a poised trial attorney who filmmakers couldn't have done better than cast- effects of the last stages of AIDS. More imporcan take on Philadelphia's best? Joe, prosaic ing Washington as the average Joe. His compo- tantly, he provides the heart that's missing in
name and all, is intended as a surrogate for a sure and sense of control, his earnestly probing Nyswaner's screenplay. He puts tenderness into
"mainstream" audience's mixed feelings about intellect under his air of good humor and his his scenes with Banderas and almost makes you
homosexuality, and the attempt to make him a combination of elegance and hipness not only forget that a fine actor like Banderas has been
realistic human character as well taxes Demme get the audience on his side instantly, but they given little to do.
and Nyswaner beyond their resources.
complement his lawyerly demeanor well in the
Hanks also has an electrifying set piece where
As for Andrew, one never feels that Nyswaner trial scenes. He makes sleaze almost endearing he listens to a recording of Maria Callas singing
ever has a grip on what's inside this character. as he hands out business cards to hospital pa- "La mamma morta" from Giordano's Andrea
He's a quiet man who just wants to make a life for tients, a Salvation Army Santa Claus and even Cheniir and describes to Joe why it's his favorite
himselfand his lover Miguel (Antonio Banderas), Julius Erving Cm a cameo appearance as him- opera aria. Demme photographs Hanks in a
self) at a 76ers game.
and that's about it
high-angle closeup and lights the scene in red as
But make no mistake about it, this is Hanks' the dying lawyer uses what little strength he has
And how do the actors handle this? Denzel
Washington may be a little too polished to be film. His physical performance is impressive; he to whirl about the room in music-induced ecSEE PHILADELPHIA PAGE 14
credible as a sleazy lawyer, but in many ways the lost about 35 pounds to simulate the wasting

TERMS OF ENDEARMENT

'Shadowlands' manipulative but effective film
They get married, at first as a matter of convenience 0oy wants to remain in England). When
Joy is stricken with cancer, though, Jack finds
But at my back I always hear
his intellectual principles tested by having to
Time's winged chariot hurrying near,
deal with pain directly.
And yonder all before us lie
William Nicholson adapted the screenplay
Vast deserts of eternity.
from his own rather sentimental stage play, and
— Andrew Marvell, To His Coy Mistress the thought of all those teaijerking moments in
the hands of director Richard Attenborough
If you get to know C.S. Lewis through his might well make you shudder, especially when
literary criticism (like I did), you consider the 20-ton touch that Attenborough
youH wind up hating him. If applied in films like Chaplin and A Chorus Line.
Well, what do you know? Here Attenborough
you come to know him
through hischildren's books exercises admirable restraint and wisely lets his
or through Shadowlands,the cast do its work. At times he comes close to
film about his life, you wont be being intrusive, like when Jack and Joy look for
the real-life valley represented by a picture hangable to help but love him.
Set in 1952. Shadowlands is ing in Jack's office.
Jack insists that since it's such an old picture,
about C.S. "Jack" Lewis (Anthony Hopkins), the cel- the place has probably changed completely. So
ebrated British novelist and you know that the valley is going to be in a
essayist who lives a shel- pristine, only-in-the-movies state of perfection.
tered life with his brother But Attenborough's overall direction does the
Warnie (Edward Hard- most to ensure that the film wont fail.
And Hopkins and Winger, by putting more
wicke) an' ectures at Oxford about things such
as pain being an essential part of human experi- into the screenplay than it probably deserves,
ence. But then he falls in love with an admirer make it a success. This is the most appealing
and fellowwriter, Joy Gresham (Debra Winger). Hopkins performance in recent years, and it's
Joy is a divorced, outspoken Jewish ex-Com- certainly better than what he did in The Remains
munist from New York, while Jack is a reticent of the Day. His turn in Merchant-Ivory's film
conservative Christian and lifelong bachelor. earlier this year now seems little more than an
BY

KRISTIAN

LIN

acting class exercise in fastidiously repressed
emotion. In Shadowlands he acts much more
like a human being, in part because Nicholson
(unlike Ruth Prawer Jhabvala) allows him his
foibles and a dry sense of humor.
Hopkins makes the most of his comic scenes,
such as the ordering of a gin and tonic. This
lends real power to the scenes when he anguishes over Joy's worsening health. When he
breaks down and sobs with Joy's son (Douglas
Mazzello) near the end, it gets to you.
Winger has enough wit to keep up with
Hopkins in the comic scenes, but she also lets
you see the strain of her disintegrating relationship with her alcoholic ex-husband. Of all the
major actresses in American cinema, Winger is
possibly the one who picks the worst projects—
remember Wilder Napalm this past summer?—
but she's good enough here that you can even
forgive her unsteady Brooklyn accent
In addition to the two leads, Edward
Hardwicke (who you may remember as Dr.
Watson in the "Sherlock Holmes" series that
runs on PBS) provides solid and reliable support, as does Douglas Mazzello.
Shadowlands doesn't have terribly lofty aims.
Its purpose is basically to give the audience a
good cry. But thanks to the director and his cast,
you can get one here without feeling that you
were manipulated into it How manyfilms,in this
year or any other, can you say that about?
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O L ' GRAY H A I R ?
Drumming Circle at

Forget 'Duets' — Sinatra's better going solo
B Y

M A R C

H I R S H

FRANK SINATRA

Duns

01' Blue Eyes is old.
Frank Sinatra may be one of the greatest
singers in American popular music, but he's
getting on in years and it's beginning to show.
His latest album, Duets, is an attempt to postpone the inevitable aging process by appealing
to ayounger audience and showing that Frank is

CD SAMPLER

still cool. Unfortunately,the evidence here points
to the contrary.
It's not the song selection. Every song on this
album is a classic, and Sinatra himself is partly
responsible for that But that's also one of the
reasons the album doesn't work. He has already
recorded the definitive versions of most of the 13
songs here, so there's not much chance of improving on them.
Unlike Tony Bennett, who has actually managed to get better throughout the 40-some-odd
years of his career, Sinatra's glory days are
behind him.
His singing is bland, and the man sounds
tired and bored throughout most of Duets.
Maybe he could have walked through an album

30 or 40 years ago, but not anymore.
With Sinatra not up to the task, it's the job of
his "guests" to take up the slack, which, when
you come right down to it, is really the album's
only selling point Some of the singers do a fine
job. Although Sinatra sings "They Can't Take
That Away From Me," Natalie Cole does precisely that showing off her impressive voice in
that same song.
Similarly, Tony Bennett sings "New York,
New York" with a fun-loving enthusiasm that is
sadly missing from Sinatra, who vainly attempts
to express excitement in volume.
Luther Vandross, who is somewhat prophetically thefirstvoice on the album, does more with
his one song than Sinatra can do with the entire
album It's a pleasant surprise tofindout that the
man has a truly phenomenal voice, one with the
same type of agility that set Sinatra apart all
those years ago.
Unfortunately, it only serves to underline the
latter's current shortcomings, as Vandross completely takes the song for his own. It's the highlight of the album, which means that right from
the start, it's all downhill.
Even the others who have voices that can
match the legend of Sinatra don't do much to
raise the album out of its gimmicky muddle.
Anita Baker's take on "Witchcraft" is competent,
but nothing more.
And in "I've Got You Under My Skin," Liza
Minelli does that Liza M inelli th ing that she does
so well. Both have good voices, but any headway
they would have made on their own is cancelled
out by Sinatra's lackluster performances.
And Barbra Streisand's overdramatic "I've
Got A Crush On You" shows the danger of
people with good voices being given too much
free reign.
While many of the competent singers floun-

der, the others manage to be merely nondescript Aretha Franklin and Carly Simon just
don't have strong enough voices for this type of
material, and Gloria Estefan whines her way
through "Come Rain Or Come Shine."
Julio Iglesias and Charles Aznavour both
sound like they were recorded in a giant barrel
about 50 feet away from the microphone — as
their voices boom and echo while sounding
oddly distanced.
The album's low point, and the most blatant
attempt to pander to the youth market, is the
duet with Bono on "I've Got You Under My
Skin." Sinatra has never hid his strong dislike for
rock music, but somebody on the staff of Capitol
Records obviously thought that this would be a
great idea.
What they didn't count on was Bono's lowthroated delivery of most of the tune leaping
straight into the high falsetto that seems to have
become his favorite lately. The result is that he
manages an off-key monotone before slipping
into a too-high voice that is totally inappropriate
for the song.
The album's faults might not have been so
prevalent if Sinatra had actually worked with his
partners personally. Instead of recording with
the singers, he finished his pails and then sent
the tapes to many of his costars to record their
contributions separately, which the liner notes
pass off as "the vivid, state-of-the-art recording
technology of today."
The result is an utter lack of interplay between the singers, leaving the songs limp and
characterless. It's too bad, because if Frank
Sinatra's first new recording in over a decade
had relied on more than gimmick, then the
Chairman Of The Board might well have made
the effort to make a comeback worthy of his
classic songs.

Willy** statue, 3:00.
^

"

' Bring

something

ho How and bang your way Into
intimacy with your primal self.
The Media Center kicks off a
retrospective of the films of Federico
FeHini with Une Agenci Matrlmoniale,
followed by Fellini's "thermometer to a
sick world," La Dolce Vita. Showtime is
7:30, admission $4.25.
More Fellini at the Media
Center.
S A T
Contemporary Chamber
Music Concert, 8 p.m.,
S U N

Sheperd School, Duncan

Recital Hall. Go already.
Snickers Comedy Night at
the RMC featuring L.A.

T U E comedienne Jackie Guerra,
8:30 PM. Support your Student Center!
The Rice Design Alliance
W E D

presents a panel discussion;
"Eco-iogic: Creating a

Sustainable Community," on the
relationship between urban issues and
the environment. 6 p.m., Farnsworth
Pavilion, RMC.
Joel Stein plays at the CoffeeHouse, 10

BACK AND TO THE LEFT

p.m.

Stone's lastfilmin trilogy couldn't be much worse
BY

KRISTIAN

LIN

You never know what is enough unless you
know what is more than enough.
— W i l l i a m Blake

Proverbs ofHell

find one memorable female role: Cynthia Gibb's QuentinTarantino, Martin Scorsese and Steven
part in Salvador. His women are mainly color- Spielberg that dealt with violence in other ways
less figures who heroically stand by their men. have made Stone's approach look pass£.
It's not that Stone hasn't had talented actresses,
This is the dumbest and most violent film
either. He has had the likes of Meg Ryan and since True Romance. But that film, besides beSissy Spacek at his disposal, and the disposal is ing much better-written, never pretended to
usually where they ended up.
take itself seriously, so it wound up as rather
To make matters worse, Stone has cast Hiep enjoyable in a twisted sort of way. For Heaven
Thi Le, a 23-year-old Cal-Davis psychology ma- and Earth, suffice it to say that if you were
jor with no previous acting experience, as Le Ly mugged and severely beaten by a gang of thugs
Hayslip. After his track record with actresses, immediately after seeing this film, you probably
Stone's goingtotake an inexperienced unknown wouldn't even notice.
and build a film around her? What was he thinking? We shouldn't blame poor HiepThi Le if she
cant hold this movie together. This would have
felled many a great actress.

Don't be fooled by the movie's title. What
Oliver Stone's Heaven and Earth gives you is
mostly helL
The film is based on the memoirs of Le Ly
Hayslip (played by HiepThi Le), who escapes
from Vietnam during that country's civil war
after being tortured by the South Vietnamese
and raped by two Viet Cong soldiers. She then
bears a child out of wedlock while working for an
upper-class family, and turns to prostitution to
support her child. She flees to America by marrying U.S. Army Sergeant Steve Butler (Tommy
Lee Jones), but her woes don't end as Steve
suffers from shellshock, and Le Ly tries to save
their marriage.
Well, heaven knows you're not likely to get
subtlety orintellectualrigorfroman Oliver Stone
film. But this may be the dumbest and least
su btle movie Stone has ever made. Eveiything is
laid on in spades — the jump cuts, the fades to
white, the wretched music by Kitaro.
Stone's writing is as bad as ever, only now it's
full of platitudes about Buddhism and overcoming obstacles. As if that weren't enough, all the
In fact, Stone's script is so scattershot, even
characters seem to have a great big teary-eyed an actor like Tommy Lee Jones goes down with
speech to deliver. At one point Le Ly says, "All I the ship. Jones has been dealt a losing hand. His
know about marriage, Steve, is: [One] cannot character is a composite of four different men in
have only one person happy. Both are happy or Hayslip's life, so it's no wonder he can't make
neither are happy." In this movie, that's what sense out of his role. It was Stone who brought
passes for wisdom.
Jones to widespread attention by casting him
These weaknesses have always been present against type as the genteelly sinister Clay Shaw
in Stone's work, but he overcame them in his in JFK. How ironic that Stone has now directed
bestfilmsbecauseof his storytelling skill and his Jones in his least interesting performance in
ability to get great performances from his actors years.
(particularly his male actors). Both of those
The supporting players don't even have a
strengths fail him in Heaven and Earth.
chancetodistinguish themselves in a movie like
The events that happened to Le Ly Hayslip this. Joan Chen and Haing S. Ngor try their
are simply too much for Stone's 150-plus-minute hardest a s L e L / s parents, but they have little to
film. Stone's last film, JFK, was a brilliant and do except suffer.
lucid unfolding of a conspiracy theory, even if it
What should concern us is that Oliver Stone,
made no sense in relation to what really hap- who once looked like a monumental film direcpened to John F. Kennedy. Heaven and Earth, tor in the making, now seems headed for a
though, can't afford to take its time, so it degen- flamieout akin to the one Francis Ford Coppola
erates into a sensationalistic highlight film — went into some time during the filming ofApocaThe Perils ofLe Ly. You've had enough of the film lypse Now (there is, of course, the even more
after about half an hour.
unsettling prospect that it's already happened).
It's admirable that Stone has tried to write a Stone's superheated cinematic style was parfilm about a woman. Admirable, but foolish; ticularly effective in depicting the mindless vioStone has never shown any understanding for lence of war in Platoon. In the past two years,
women in his previous films. In all his work, I however, films directed by Clint Eastwood,

Stone has had the likes
of Meg Ryan and Sissy
Spacek at his disposal,
and the disposal is
usually where they
ended up.

The Presidents Lecture
Series presents Dr. Sylvia

T H U Earie, "What Price Oceans."
8 p.m., RMC Grand Hali.
Those nutty Media Center folks Just
don't know when to stop: Presenting A
Fool There Was at 7:30 p.m. and I'm No
Angel at 9.

Need 'em writers!
Yes, that hip and happenin' section needs
YOU
(yes, you)
to share your own hip happenin-ness with
us. Staff writers get paid for their journalistic
efforts as well as receive an occasional
concert or movie pass.
Come to an organizational meeting Monday
at 5 p.m. in the Miner Lounge of the
Student Center.
Or call 52S4801 to find out how to get in on
the action.
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'Philadelphia'
FROM PAGE 12

stasy, carrying his IV bottle with him.
Demme, editor Craig McKay and cinematographer Tak Fujimoto all go way
out on a limb here, and the whole
scene would be completely shameless if not for two things. The first is
that Hanks puts every ounce of conviction into this monologue.The other
thing is that Callas's singing is every
bit as courageous and heartbreaking
as Hanks's performance. It's a ravishing effect that'll rouse you from your
seaL
A brief warning; Demme unflinchingly shows the physical effects of the
disease, and if the director were less
talented, we might accuse him of milking it for sympathy. But Demme stays
just detached enough to convey the
body's deterioration in the most powerful way.
It's interesting that the trial scenes
turn out to be the least memorable
ones in the film They're pretty dry
summations of facts (Demme probably felt that they would have detracted
from the main storyline if they'd been
given more play), and the supporting

players dont do much to liven things.
Mary Steenburgen, who play s the law
firm's representative in the lawsuit,
takes her own innate sweetness and
manages to make it cloying. Jason
Robards does his usual shtick as the
nasty, bigoted head of the firm
T h e soundtrack, aside from
Callas's aria, is fairly disappointing,
especially in view of the talent that
went into it. Original songs by Bruce
Springsteen, Neil Young and Peter
Gabriel come and go without leaving
much ofan impression.Tak Fujimoto's
visuals seem to have had most of the
color leached out of them, which
makes him the perfect cinematograph er to photograph Philadelphia.
Perhaps it was too much to expect
from Philadelphia that one film wou Id
atone for Hollywood's ten-year sin of
omission concerning AIDS. Demme
seems too eager to make the definitive film on the subject, and by that
yardstick he has failed.
But this is still one of the better
films of the year, and it comes by all its
emotional strength honestly. One of
Hollywood's best directors and two
great actors have made afilmabout an
American epidemic, and the result
reflects much credit on all of them.

Ciao, Fellini

GOLDEN GLOBE NOMINEE
BEST ACTRESS -STOCKARD CHANNING
(Ml'SICAI. OR COMF.DY)

"A DAZZLER! SELDOM DO WE GET FILMS
SO BRIGHT AND SO COMIC."
lh*nnis Cunningham. CKS-TN

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S 10 BEST."
-Dennis Cunnmghun, CBS-TV
-Michael Calleri, WIVB-TV
-Roy Leonard, WGN RADIQ/TV
Betsy Pickle, KNOXVIIJLE NEWS
-John Anderson, NEWSDAY
-Thelma Adam*. NEW YORK POST
-Louis B. Hobsan, CALGARY SUN
Jay Can, BOSTON GLOBE
-Matthew Gilbert, BOSTON GLOBE
Peter Birnie, VANCOUVER SUN
-Mike Cidoru, WOK.R-TV
-Howie Movshovitz, DENVER POST
Stephen Schiff, NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO
-Donald La Bad*, MEMPHIS COMMERCIAL APPEAL
Martin Grove, CNN
-Amy Longsdort, CAMDEN COURIER POST/ALIJBNTOWN MORNING CALL
-Constance Gcrfinkle, NEW ENGLAND PATRIOT LEDGER
Kevin Sweeney, SKYLINE, CHICAGO
Dennis Sprick, MIDDLETON (NY) TIMES HERALD RECORD
-Roy Hargrove, TEX AS CITY SUN
lan CaddelL GEORGIA STRAIGHT, VANCCXj'VKR
-Dan Bennett, SAN DIEGO BLADE CITIZEN
-Chna Hewitt, ST. PAUL PIONEER PRESS
John Hurley, STATEN ISLAND ADVANCE
Peter Rainer, LOS ANGELES TIMES
Scott Schuldt, THE DAILY ORLAHOMAN

Strike a pose, there's nothingto it: The Rice Media Center presents the Fellini classic La Dolce Wathis weekend.

"STOCKARD CHANNING'S DKY, COMIC PERFORMANCE
IS OSCAR CALIBRE BRILLIANT."
Susan (iranger, CK.N A AMERICAN MOVIE CLASSICS

"GREAT FUN...
with Stockard Channing as its hilariously brittle heroine.
Donald Sutherland is a great comic asset."
•Janet Maslin, THE NEW YORK TIMES

"SHARPLY HILARIOUS AND POIGNANT."
•Icianna I j j i g f i H d . THE MOVIE MINUTE

IT'S HIGH COMEDY THAT BRISTLES WITH WIT AND STYLE."

•{mdfidb
Take 3 Minutes, Save 3%

lack Kroll. NEWSW EEK

First, call your airline and make reservations.
llruci' Williamson. I'L.UI(0>

STOCKARD

CHANNING

WILL

SMITH

DONALD

SUTHERLAND

DEGREES O F !
SEPARATION-

KLM: 800-374-7747
British Airways: 800-247-9297
Delta: 448-3000
United: 800-241-6522
Northwest: 800-225-2525
American? 650-1116
TWA: 222-7273
US Air: 800-428-4322
Air France: 1-800-237-2747
Continental: 821-2100
Lufthansa: 1-800-645-3880
Japan: 800-525-3663
Southwest: 237-1221
Ultrair: 624-4500
Then call TravelTrends and we'll give you 3% off with this coupon!
We are a full service agency but we also allow this special discount
for your assistance.
Last year, TravelTrends saved over $50,000 for Rice University,
Baylor and UT Medical Center.
We are two blocks from the Rice Campus.

<t. IWINMK

CINEPLEXODEON
R I V E R

O A K S

P L A Z A

1450 W. Gray
524-8781
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TRILOGY
DEVELOPMENT GROUP

WHO IS TRILOGY?
Three years ago five Stanford
students got together and started
Trilogy Development Group. Now
headquartered in Austin, TX, Trilogy
is one of the hottest and fastest
growing software companies in the
country. We have over 60 employees and
will be doubling in size over 1993.
The Wall Street Journal recently featured
Trilogy's software as "changing the way business
is done." Forbes columnist, Esther Dyson, writes
"(Trilogy has) a virtually unassailable market position
Company's biggest challenge is... keeping humble."

"Your Friend

JOB DESCRIPTIONS
Development
If your friend wants no part in adding 10
boring features to Excel 5.0, Trilogy's
Development team may be the place for
your friend. TriTogy developers work with
"bleeding" edge technology to solve problems no one else has figured out. This
eclectic group of college drop-outs to
PhD's works long, intense hours but are
revered like gods for routinely crushing
competing 100 man-year projects.

Since we're from Stanford, we know
where to find the best people and
we'll do just about anything to get
them, including paying you for
"turning in" your friends! Send us a
cover letter with your friend's resume,
explaining why we should care about
your friend. If we end u p hiring your
friend based on your initial introduction,
Trilogy will give you a $1000 reward!

No, you can't turn yourself in. W/e know you think you're
great. We only want to talk to you if other people think you're
great too. Start bribing.

Consulting
If your friend always manages to solve your
trickiest brain teasers, Trilogy's Consulting
team would like to put your friend's logic to
the test. Using the latest in client-server and
object-oriented technologies (NOT Cobol!),
our consultants build mission critical software systems that save Fortune 500 companies hundreds of millions of dollars a year.

Sales & Marketing
If your friend thinks he/she could put
together a more innovative and aggressive recruiting campaign than this, then
Trilogy's Sales and Marketing team wants
to meet your friend. Our sales team closes
multi-million dollar deals that are signed
off by the CEO. Our marketing team
evangelizes the product and market, convincing periodicals like the Wall Street
Journal to sing Trilogy's praises.

$ 1,000

REWARD
Send nominations to: Trilogy Development Group, Rice Recruiting, 6034 W. Courtyard
Drive, Suite 130, Austin, TX 78730. Recommendations will be rewarded on a first-come, firstserved basis (i.e. only $1,000 per person hired).

Don't get lost. Come to Trilogy and have an impact.
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ATHLETICS
Men's basketball team
routs TCU, fails to get
revenge on Aggies
to extend their SWC winning streak to
two games by exacting revenge on
Texas A&M, the squad who had kept
Three games into the Southwest the Owlsfromthe regular-season title
Conference season, the Rice men's one year ago.
basketball team has sent a powerful
On Jan. 16, the Owls hosted the
message to the other schools.
Aggies, who were fresh off of a stunAlthough they lost an early lead, ning upset of preseason favorite Unifalling to the Aggies of Texas A&M versity of Texas. Texas A&M, picked
University at home, the Owls re- to finish second in the SWC, entered
bounded with authority in a 102-76 the game with a 7-4 record overall and
thrashing of host Texas Christian boasted 11 lettermen — including all
University, extending their record to five starters — from last year's team.
2-1 in the SWC, 9-5 overall.
During the first half, there were
On Jan. 19, the Owls travelled to many lead changes, but neither team
Fort Worth to challenge the Horned could pull away from the other. The
Progs. TCU, with a 4-9 record, 1-1 in pace continued in the second half and
conference, returned three starters with the game nearing the two-minute
from a team that finished in the cellar mark, the teams found themselves
of the Southwest Conference a season deadlocked at 58 points.
ago.
The Aggies took a two-point lead
However, this season, with a vic- when John Wilbert converted on an
tory at the University of Houston and offensive rebound. The Owls, howa narrow seven-point loss to the 2-0 ever, countered with two consecutive
Baylor University Bears, the Horned
scoring plays of their own. Rice took a
62-60 lead after a
Peakes free'Our guys came out with abtof intensity throw and a
three-point basketfrom forward
and were very focused. They knew the
Scott Tynes.
U nfortuchallenge was to crash the boards, and nately
for Rice,
in what proved
it created abtoffast breaks offensively.' to be the most
decisive play of
—Willis Wilson
the
contest,
Rice Men's Basketball Coach
Wilbert brought
down a wild
Frogs had hopes of challenging for Aggie shot and converted the offenthe conference's championship.
sive rebound into a three-point play,
The Owls entered the game with giving Texas A&M a 63-62 lead that
one major goal on their minds. Head they would never relinquish.
Coach Willis Wilson issued an ultima"The [coaches] told metojust crash
tum to the team by saying that the the boards," said Wilbert. "It was just
players had to attack the boards and to desire."
play aggressively if they were to have
Wilson, showing his disappointany chance for a victory.
ment in the rebounding and aggresIf the score was any indication, sive play of centers Todd SchoetRice out-played the Horned Frogs on telkotte and Shaun Igo, inserted true
both sides of the ball Led by the freshman Scott Oliver in the second
strong inside play of forward Torrey halt Oliver responded with four points
Andrews, who scored 22 points, and in nine minutes on 2-of-2 shooting.
the hot outside shooting of guard
"Our vulnerability is starting to
Adam Peakes, the Owls built a 33- show," said Wilson. "AiVe have to do a
point lead with just over eight minutes better job of attacking the glass."
remaining and cruised to a 26-point
The Owls, attempting to retake the
victory in record-setting fashion.
lead, setup a short shotfromthe right
Peakes was a perfect 6-of-6 from side for Tynes. However, the shot
the three-point line and all 12 Rice went in-and-out and Rice lost yet anplayers contributed to the win. Their other rebound to the Aggies.
102-point performance marked the
"I thought I had tin alley to the
first time since 1966 that a SWC team basket for an easy bank shot," said
had broken the century mark when Tynes, who finished the game as the
visiting TCU.
high scorerfortheOwlswith 20points.
Defensively, the Owls held South- "I liked the shot that I got."
west Conference scoring leader Kurt
After fouling Aggie David Edwards,
Thomas to 21 points — below his Rice had another opportunity to take
season average and well below the 38 the lead when he missed thefrontend
points he scored against the nation- of a 1-and-l with 3.7 seconds remainally-ranked University of Indiana — ing. Andrews out-jumped everyone
and dominated in rebounding.
for the rebound, but bobbled the ball
"Our guys came out with a lot of out of boundsto give possession back
intensity and were very focused," said to Texas A&M.
Wilson. T h e y knew the challenge
The Owls were forced to foul Chuck
was to crash the boards, and it created Henderson, who converted both free
a lot of fast breaks offensively.''
throws to seal a 67-64 victory, their
He also cited the importance of second conference win in as many
winning a conference game on the games.
Next, the Owls will venture to Oral
road early in the season. "It really
helps in terms of confidence," he said. Roberts University tomorrowin a nonAfter a decisive victory over South- conference match-up before playing
ern Methodist University to begin the host to Baylor University on Jan. 26 in
conference campaign, Rice had hoped a crucial conference test

by Jason Katz

Forward Torrey Andrews goes up strong but is met with stiff opposition from Texas A&M in Sunday's loss.
—

Mediation could delay planned boycott
leaders, however, strongly opposed it
at the convention on Jan. 10, citing
financial considerations.
The protests were expected to be a
Despite ongoing threats of a boycott, the Black Coaches Association is series of periodic boycotts of games at
considering negotiations with the Na- unannounced times during the seational Collegiate Athletic Association, son, in the hopes of maintaining the
under mediation of the United States BCA's anger toward the NCAA
Justice Department
The Southwest Conference has not
Urging by the Congressional Black been affected by the planned boycott
Caucus for talks, led by U.S. Repre- as all the coaches and teams agreed to
sentative Kweisi Mfume, D-Md., came play despite any action from the BCA.
on the heels of a possible protest by SWC commissioner Steve Hatchell
did not expect any games to be boycoaches and players last weekend.
"The Justice Department has ex- cotted , but he ruled that if coaches on
pressed a desire to help mediate and both teams walked out, the league
arbitrate the differences that exist," would rule that game a double forfeit
said Mfume. "A number of things have This would result in losses for both
teams and the game would not be
festered too long."
The threat of a boycott, which was rescheduled.
to have coincided with the Martin
T h e players unanimously decided
Luther King, Jr. holiday, stemmed they would not support any player
from the results of the NCAA's annual boycott," said University of Texas
convention last week in San Antonio. coach Tommy Penders. T h e y felt
The issues at stake during this there was a better way to get the point
convention were the addition of a 14th across than penalizing themselves and
basketball scholarship for each team, the fans."
stricter college admission requireRice Head Coach Willis Wilson
ments, added compensation for assis- declined to comment on the subject,
tant coaches, absence of diversity refusing to speculate whether there
among college coaches and faculty would be any boycotts or walkouts in
and gender equity. It was the
the future.
convention's decision not to award
"I'm not a psychic; I don't make
the 14th scholarship which led to the plans for what happens in the future,"
planned protests.
he told the Houston Post on Jan. 15.
"As far as I'm concerned, we're get"It's just the straw that broke the
camel's back," said BCA executive ting ready to play Sunday [against
director Rudy Washington. "We were Texas A&M University]." This game
was played as scheduled.
made promises that weren't kept"
Rice Athletic Director Bobby May
Supposedly, the BCA and the Naopposed boycotts, saying "that's too
tional Association of Basketball
Coaches had been told by members extreme a reaction; people need to
of the NCAA Presidents Commission think it through."
that the resolution for the 14th scholDue to the fact that NCAA legislaarship would pass. The Commission tion can only be changed at the annual

by Tony Tran

conventions, accomplishing changes
are not likely. It is extremely unlikely
that the NCAA would call a special
session to consider one piece of legislation.
"I think the best thing that can be
done, and the NCAA has offered to do
it, is to act with the NABC and BCA to
find other areas to redirect to expand
student support," said University of
New Orleans President Gregory
O'Brien, the past president of the
NCAA Presidents Association. He
continued by saying that the NCAA
could begin writing the legislation to
be considered next year.
Current NCAA President Joseph
Crowley, Presidents Commission
Chairwoman Judith Albino and NCAA
executive director Cedric Dempsey
sent a letter to the boards of the BCA
and NABC.
"We cannot guarantee the results
of the 1995 Convention. We can guarantee our personal commitment to an
open, fair and inclusive process," they
said in the letter. "We believe it is
possible to develop a legislative package that reduces costs and increases
opportunities for student-athletes,
while keeping faith with the academic
principles of the reform movement."
With the Martin Luther King Day
Jr. boycott delayed, informed sources
believe that the best time for the boycott, if it does happen, would be during the NCAA tournament, held in
March.
A boycott by coaches and players
at that time would do damage to the
NCAA. WithoutCBSpayingthe NCAA
for the tournament due to the lack of
strong teams, the NCAA would suffer
afinancialcalamity, which would give
the NABC and BCA negotiating power.
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Women's basketball blasts TCU

HEAD TOHEAD
-

Rice racks up largest
margin of victory in
conference play ever
against Lady Frogs
by John Fredland

Ken tests the Wiess fire alarms in the Battle of the Colleges.

Randy Block v s. Ken Stanley

Head to Head
Battle of the Colleges
Wiess vs. Hanszen
Though Hanszen has d i e
m o s t beautiful women, I a m
n o t going to sell out m y own
dorm. W i e s s may only have
o n e party and lousy men's
intramurals, but i f s home.
A n d I dig those safety rails
o n t h e s e c o n d floor.

Randy has a vested interest in
this one since he is a rabid
Wiessman. Hanszen counters
with the fact that it does not
have a dumb cheer like everyone else. I'll pick Hanszen
because it's closer to where I
live.

Jones vs. Brown
I'm s u r e J o n e s i s a great
college, but unfortunately
they've got Mike Quigley—
a n d h e ruins it for everym e m o r i e s forme, s o I U p i c k
it

I found out this week that
there really is a difference.
Jones is the one with two
parts. Either way, it's a long
walk. I'll pick Jones because
they have better T-shirts: forest green.

Lovett vs. Sid Richardson
Sid h a s the edge in parties
a n d architecture; Lovett has
Ken Stanley. H m m m . Since
I turned Sid down for coadvising, 111 have to k e e p
things even and pick them
this time.

Why do people say that Lovett
sucks? I'll tell you; y'all are
jealous. And you can't admit
it. Besides Sid is too tall to
take the stairs and I never
shoot well at its (or any other)
court Lovett reigns.

Baker vs. Will Rice
T m n o t sure which i s which.
I can't find a real difference
in t e r m s of intramurals, part i e s o r t h e babe factor, s o 111
h a v e to flip a coin. A n d
its...Tails. B a k e r College
wins.

This is the match-up of the
leftovers. Neither has a rivalry
with any other college because
it is too nice. Each is dose to
Lovett so it's a toss-up. I'd
pick Baker because they wear
red.

Playoff'#1
W i e s s vs. Sid
OK, s o Sid i s bigger. A n d Sid
h a s a basketball court and a
sand volleyball c o u r t W i e s s
h a s Night of Decadence, the
WiessCrack, and i f s a lot safer
i n case of a fire. W i e s s wins
a cl ose one.

Hanszen vs. Jones
Each college has cute women
(Hanszen wins out) and decent parties (I miss Jones'
ShutUpand Drink). Jones does
have one floor dedicated to
male bonding, however, so
Jones makes the finals.

Playoff #2
Brawn vs. Baker
P m not too crazy about this
whole running-around-nak e d Baker 1 3 deal. B e s i d e s ,
Baker people are just too
nice. Brown wins b e c a u s e of
their c<>ed bathrooms and
lovely i^bmen.

Lovett vs. Baker
Baker barely made it here in
the first place. I mean, Lovett
has character. We even have
a grating and those funny orange lights that kept me
awake during freshman year.
Plus it has Ruben Martinez.

Next Week: The Super Bowl of
Colleges will be decided!

No doubt about it, the second half
had been a problem for the Rice
women's basketball team in the young
Southwest Conference season.
A sizzling first 20 minutes against
Southern Methodist University was
followed by a sluggish second 20. A
solid first half against Texas A&M
University was followed by a disastrous second half.
Wednesday night, the Owls
jumped out to an 11-point halftime
lead against Texas Christian University at Autry Court, but quickly saw
the Lady Frogs cut the deficit to six
early in the second half. Would there
be a repeat of the second half blues?
Not this time.
Attacking the Lady Frogs with tremendous defensive pressure and
hustle, the Owls launched an inspired
20-2 run to propel the team to a 7847
victory, their largest margin of victory
ever in a conference game.
The Owls (10-5 overall, 2-1 in SWC
play) forced 33 TCU turnovers on the
evening, notched as many offensive
rebounds as the visitors had defensive boards, held Texas Christian (58,1-2) to 30.8-percent shooting on the
night, and seemed to come up with
every loose ball on the court
"Coach [Christy] McKinney always gets after us to hustle," guard
Jessica Garcia said. "She's a stickler
for it She likes us to dive after every
loose ball."
"The kids wanted the loose balls,"
McKinney said. "We work on them
getting on the floor. They did a really
good job."
After the Lady Frogs had sliced
the Owl margin to 32-26 at the 18:58
mark of the second half, the Owls
exploded with a 14-0 run capping off a
20-2 surge to boost the lead to 52-28.
The Owls kept up the pressure
after that, as they extended their lead
to as many as 38 points with 2:55 to
play.
Center Brenda Conaway led a balanced offensive attack with 16 points
and 10 rebounds. With eight steals,
she tied a team record set by Evenda
Barnes in 1990-91.
Forward/center Nicki Manzo
came off the bench for 14 points, and
guard Stephanie Mundschau and forward Tammy McCallum added 10
apiece. Forward Donna Kruger led
the Lady Frogs with 14 points.
The Owls needed a strong performance to regain their momentum for
the conference schedule, after a poor
showing against Texas A&M.
"This boosts our confidence,"
Garcia said. "We had a bad loss to
Texas A&M, but now we have something to go into Baylor with."
"After a loss we get energized,"
Mundschau said. "We were not going
to take TCU lightly. We kept up the
momentum really well"
On Jan. 15, the Lady Aggies broke
open a close game midway through
the second half and went on to rout the
Owls in College Station, 76-47.
Texas A&M limited the Owls to
13.8-percent shooting in the second
half, while hitting 55.6 percent of their
own shots, enabling them to pu 11 aw^y
from a 32-32 halftime tie.
"In the second half, A&M pickc
up their intensity," McKinney said.
"We couldn't put the ball in the hole,
and you can't win much when you '
can't score."
The Owls looked as though they
would take control of the game midway through the first half.
Trailing 16-12 at the 12:06 mark,
the Owls went on a 16-6 run over the
next eight minutes to take a 28-22
lead.
At that point, the Owls were shoot-

Center Brenda Conaway drives for the layup against TCU Wednesday night.

ing 64.7 percent from the field, while
the Lady Aggies were only managing
30.8 percent
Following a Texas A&M time-out,
the Lady Aggies rallied with a 104
spurt to bring a deadlock at halftime.
The Lady Aggies slowly pulled
away in the early minutes of the second half, but the Owls hung close,
trailing only 45-39 at the 12:54 mark.
After th at, it was all Texas A&M, as
they used both a 13-0 run and a 14-2
spurt to put Rice away.
The Owl frigid streak in the second half was not due to poor shot
selection, according to McKinney.
"We got some goOT shots in the
second half, but we just couldnt make

them," she said.
She also would not credit A&M's
success to their height advantage.
"I don't know if their size bothered
us, but it didnt seem to in the first
half," McKinney said.
Manzo led the Owls with lOpoints,
with Conaway adding nine, and
McCallum contributing eight points
and eight rebounds.
The Owls are now off until next
Wednesday,when they travelto Waco
to take on the Baylor I.ady Bears.
"The week off will be good,"
McKinney said. "Hopefully we can
follow it with a big victory at Baylor.
We will have time over the week to
make necessary adjustments."
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U

DEALS

Q Medium 1 Topping
$ O 00
£m Original Crust Pizzas
Q
OR
O Large 1 Topping
$ A
QO
fc Original Crust Pizzas | v

I + FREE Cheese
| or Cinnamon Sticks
•
I

I

'Pick Up o n l y
Valid with coupon only
Additional Topping $1 per Pizza

^xpires2/15/94_

o u or ree
'
'
delivery only with
coupon Expires 2/15/94.

I
|

p,ck up deals

!(^%^ -

I
• H Medium 1 Topping $ (T 0 0
• •
Original Crust Pizzas ^
O R
'
• H| Large 1 Topping
$ C 0 0
j
I Original Crust Pizzas Q

I
•
•
'
|

| + 2 FREE Can Drinks

j
|

•

|

I

-Pick Up only
Valid with coupon only
Additional Topping $1 per l?izza

_Expires2/15/94_

I

Jj

j
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Oiler fans left saying,
'Maybe next time'
quarterback spot, earning his sixth
straight Pro Bowl appearance.
Overcoming uncooperative oppoThis was the team that could'a nents every weekend was probably
been. How many times have we said the easy part The media didn't nickthat about the Houston Oilers in the name the Oilers TeamTurmoil" without a good reason. Internal problems
past?
I can now count about seven seemed to constantly plague the team.
There was "Babygate," the benchstraight years of post-season frustration, excuses and hopeful sighs of ing of all-pro quarterback Moon, the
"Maybe next time." This total doesn't suicide of lineman Jeff Aim, the ongoeven include Houston's two near- ing feud between offensive coordinamisses at earning a Super Bowl berth tor Kevin Gilbride and Ryan, the posin the late 70s and early '80s. How sibility of Head Coach Jack Pardee
much can a loyal sports fan be ex- losing his job and the injuries to key
pected to endure? May be I should ask players — such as receiver Webster
Slaughter and free safety Marcus
a Cleveland supporter for guidance.
But this team was different The Robertson — who were having Pro
1993-1994 version of the Houston Oil- Bowl seasons. High pre-season exers was definitely a "should'a been." It pectations only seemed to fuel the
seemed poetic justice that our boys fire. The culmination of the Oilers'
from the Oilpatch were a team on the woes came in the regular season firopes, with no chance of winning their nale when Ryan took a punch at
division, much less homefieldadvan- Gilbride.
tage for a divisional playoff game.They
But none of that mattered going
had to pull together, show some heart into last Sunday's game against the
Kansas City Chiefs in the Astrodome.
All Houston had to do in order to
silence their critics was win. They
could get a shot at Buffalo and public
redemption for last year's second-half
humiliation. You could tell that the
players were smelling sweet revenge.
Hell, every true Houston Oilers
fan in the entire world (allfiveof us)
and guts and fight their way out of a could taste it Our guys looked like
they were for real. Maybe this was
huge (read: gaping) hole.
Finding themselves at 1-4 after the finally the year.
NFL'sfifthweek, the Houston Oilers
But the scoreboard read: Chiefs
had tofinda way to win. It was time to 28, Oilers 20, attheend of the game. A
sink or swim. Put up or shut up. After guy named Joe Montana had derailed
all, Houston was supposed to be Su- my hopes of an 145 Super Bowl. Sure,
per Bowl-bound "or else..." accord- I had flashbacks to the Denver game
ing to owner Bud Adams. Every week in 1992 and the Buffalo game lastyear.
was now a must-win situation with no But, this loss hurt more because I
room for error. Perhaps they could thought the Oilers hadfinallyput evswipe yet another AFC wild-card play- erything together.
off spot How would the Oilers reFurthermore, the game might have
spond to their dilemma?
marked the end of Warren Moon's
For 11 straight weeks, they did not career asa Houston Oiler. You may or
lose a football game. They swept their may not have liked the guy, but you
division arch-rival Pittsburgh Steelers could never question his desire or
for the first time since dinosaurs effort
roamed the earth. They won their
I could analyze the game and quessecond-ever AFC Central crown by tion play calling and strategies, but
going 6-0 in division play. They even why? Houston won a franchise-record
beat the San Francisco49ers in Candle- 12 games this year. Should I question
stick Park, a feat even Moses might those wins as well? No way.
have had trouble accomplishing.
And before you cast thefirststone,
Houston was getting the job done convict,and/or condemn, just rememon both sides of the balL The defense ber the odds our guys had to beat just
fi nally became the dominant force that to get there. The 1993-1994 Oilers are
defensive coordinator Buddy Ryan still winners in my book.
promised in the pre-season. Perennial
I am sure major changes will come
backup Gary Brown added a new di- in the off-season, but 111 still be an
mension to the offense at running Oilers fan come next year. Call me an
back and Warren Moon regained his optimist, but good can come of this.
confidence and throwing arm at the My therapist says so.

by Chris Rodgers
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Hanszen College senior Gus Attwell (left) and Wiess College senior Jorge Perez (right) suck some wind as they compete in the
Houston-Tenneco Marathon.

Student runners try to overcome
The Wall' in Tenneco Marathon
by Grant Flowers
In addition to several healthy and
enterprising Rice students, the 1994
Houston-Tenneco Marathon included
participantsfrom45 states and 24 countries. Although full of pluck and ambition, the Rice runners could not beat
men's overall winner Colin Moore of
England (who finished with a time of
2:13:34) or women's winner Alevtina
Noaumova of Russia (2:34:47). Nevertheless, the Rice students had a fun
time and are probably still sore.
Gus Attwell, a Hanszen senior, finished the 26.2-mile ordeal in a time of
just over three hours and 38 minutes.
Only about 4000 or so out of nearly
5300 entrants in the marathon finished the entire race, and Attwell finished "eleven-hundred-something" in
this group.
Furthermore, Attwell, 23, fared
very well in his 20-26 age group; out of
750finishershe placed "two-hundredtwenty-something."ThiswasAttwell's
second Houston-Tenneco Marathon;
last year he finished in 3:43.
" My goal was to break three-and-ahalf hours," said Attwell, "but I didn't
get it because I had to take some
breaks to get water and relieve myself"
Attwell mentioned that he had a
much tougher race last year. In running parlance, and particularly in marathons, there is a thing known as "The
Wall," a severe fatigue that often hits
runners around the 20th mile. In last

year's race, Attwell ran into "The Wall"
at the 19th mile, and had to endure
seven excruciating miles before finishing. Fortunately for him, "The Wall"
did not show up until the 23rd mile
this year.
"It's all pain," he said. "I got it at
mile 23, and it was really hard at 24—
I felt like I couldn't do it anymore. The
feeling is hard to describe. You feel
incredibly sore and your muscles
tighten up. It's dead soreness. Scientifically, it's because your muscles can't
convert carbos to fuel, and sometimes
you have to stop and walk."
In addition to the obvious physical
effects of hitting "The Wall," there are
also the psychological pains that severe fatigue can cause.
"Mentally, it's very frustrating,"
saidAttwelL "Thereareallthosepeople
cheering you on, and you have a lot of
adrenaline. But your body feels like it
can't do it. What gets you through is
the motivation of the part you have
already done and the little that's left"
Seniors Chad Fargason of Sid
Richardsonand Laura BolwerkofWill
Rice did not plan to run the entire
marathon. They did, however, run the
nine milesfromthe starting line to the
Rice campus.
"Laura and I decided to run only to
Rice," said Fargason. "It was nice and
a lot of fun. There was a huge crowd.
We crashed the race, which means
that we ran without registering, so
wouldn't have gotten a time or a race
T-shirt"
Despite not getting a race T-shirt,

Fargason said he had a good time and
gottotalktoalotoffellowrunners. He
remarked on the type of people that
run marathons.
"The typical person there was part
ofthe running culture," said Fargason.
"A lot of them had T-shirts from different races all over the country. I heard
a guy saying that he had gone to the
Graceland Fun Run in Memphis and
that there were many Elvises running
in that race. A few minutes after I
heard that I saw a guy dressed up as
Elvis running by."
In addition to fun-seeking, jogging
Elvis impostors, the Houston-Tenneco
Marathon also had the more serious
competitors for whom running is a
job.
"Looking in thepaper," said Attwell,
"I know a good hundred or so of them
were regular marathoners, with times
under three hours. And all of the runners in the top 50 were world-class."
Training for a marathon is a very
time-consuming process. Most serious marathoners run 20 miles several
times a week in order to peak for the
actual race. Unfortunately, an arduous academic schedule prevents students from being ideally prepared for
a marathon.
"I guess you could say I'm a regular runner," said Attwell. "I don't have
enough time for 50 miles a week for
two months. Instead, I ran six to seven
miles five times a week. In the last
month I didfiveten-mile runs and my
longest run before the marathon was
11 miles."

HEALTHY MALES WANTED AS SEMEN DONORS:
Fairfax Cryobank needs healthy young men as semen donors:
Excellent compensation; Help Infertile Couples; Confidentiality
Ensured; Ages 18 to 35; Call Fairfax Cryobank at 799-9937

5092 Richmond A e
(Between 610 & Sage)
Houston. TX 77CB6

(713)621-2888

c

y>

FAIRFAX CRYOBANK
A division of
THE GENETICS <& l.V.F. INSTITUTE

Our Homestyle Chinese Food
is prepared in minutes
and served half self service...no tips!
Enjoy 40 entrees under $5.95
at our new location only
six miles from Rice.

New Management in Place!
Get a chance to schmooze with Rice athletes and coaches! Call 5274801.

Free soft drink with Rice ID!

Write for Sports!

Expires 12/31/94

Undergoing Reconstruction!
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Six Rice athletes named AU-Americans in track and field
by Peter Stokes
Rice University honored some of
its fastest last Sunday by recognizing
its six 1993 All-American runners at
half-time ofthe men's basketball game
atAutry Court
Juniors Bryan Bronson and
Kareem Streete-Thompson and
sophomore Chris Jones were joined
by 1993 graduates Keith Nunn, Derrick Gurnell and Gabriel Luke in receiving awards.
This marks the third year that
Streete-Thompson has earned this
honor, which requires at least a sixthplace finish among American athletes
at the national track andfieldchampionships. Having qualified in the indoor long jump in both 1991 and 1992
as well as the outdoor 4x400-meter
outdoor relay in 1992, Streete-Thompson earned a hat trick by qualifying in
three events in 1993.
At the 1993 NCAATrackand Field

Championships, he earned Ail-American status with a fifth-place finish in
the indoor 55-meter dash, finishing in
6.27 seconds. Hefinishedthird in both
the indoor and outdoor long jumps
with jumps of 26-6 1/2 and 27-1, respectively.
StreeteThompson hopes to break
the 28-foot barrier during his remaining time at Rice. "I'd like to improve on
my rank in the world standings," which
is currently fourth, he sad.
Bryan Bronson attained AllAmerica status in three events last
year. Placing fourth in the 200-meter
indoors, with a time of 21.18, and running on Rice's4x400 meter relay team,
Bronson capped his season by winning the 400-meter outdoor intermediate hurdles with a time of 49.07. In
preparation for the upcoming season,
Bronson intends to "practice more
sprints" for his indoor events while
"working more on hurdles" for outdoor competition.
Keith Nunn, a 1993 Rice alumnus,

was also honored for an Ail-American
season. Nunn qualified for this honor
by placing eighth in the indoor long
jump (sixth in the United States) with
a jump of 24-10.
This is not the first time Nunn has
received this honor, he also qualified
in the 4x100 meter relay in 1992. Now
employed by a bank in Houston, Nunn
plans to continue running competitively "over the next five years" into
his late 20s.
Derrick Gurnell, another 1993
graduate, won accolades for his participation on Rice's 4x400 meter relay
team. Gurnell now lives in Arlington
and works for the Boy Scouts of
America in Fort Worth.
Reaching the Ail-American plateau
for the fifth time, Gabriel Luke qualified with a place on Rice's4x400-meter
relay team. Previously, Luke had qualified four times in the 400-meter individual race with three national championships and a third-place finish.
Two of these victories, the indoor

Lacrosse primed for spring season
by Frederick Wen
After a restful winter break, the
Rice men's lacrosse team aims to get
back into competitive shape in a hurry.
They do not have much time, since
their first divisional matches are Jan.
29- 30 against the University of Texas
and Texas A&M University.
Rice played in three tournaments
last semester against club teams but,
as is the case for all spring sports, the
next three months will determine their
season. The players hope that their
future will include a spot in April's
championships, which will be held at
Rice for the first time ever, and revenge,-for a loss to defending championA&M.
"A tot of people have just been
trying to shake the cobwebs off during practice," said junior tri-captain
Mark Stugart
The captains tried to prevent players getting burned-out too quickly by
telling them not to touch their sticks

over the break. But as school started
up again, the practices four times a
week have been gradually building in
intensity.
"We've also started to do gametype drills and practice specific plays,"
said Stugart
This year's team is a relatively
young one, with about ten first-year
players replacing the nine graduating
seniors on the 24-man roster.
"At the start of the season, we
looked at this year as kind of a rebuilding one, with all the seniors graduating," said senior tri-captain Jason
Richardson.
"But this year, we have players
with a lot of enthusiasm and intensity
that I think makes this a better team
because last year we had lots of good
individual players, but not as good a
team. Because of the lack of experience, we've had to struggle for every
game, which will make us a closer
team down the stretch."
Last year, A&M and Rice were the
class of the conference. Rice's only

THE

losses were to the Aggies in the middle
of the season and in the final. This
season there will be a few vastly improved teams in Texas, Trinity and
Texas Christian, all capable of pulling
off an upset
Besides A&M, Texas and Trinity,
Rice's division includes Southwest
Texas State University and Stephen F.
Austin University.
An ace in the hole for the Owls is
the return of two veteran players who
were studying abroad during the first
semester. Junior defender Araoud
Klineberg and junior mid-fielder Jodi
Hughes, plan to help immed iately with
their experience.
"Their coming back helps our
depth in a hurry, and bringing the
intensity back up in practice with lots
of scrimmages should get us ready,"
said Richardson.
"Even though a few of the other
teams have improved, 1 still think it'll
be us and A&M at the end, and hopefully, we'll pay them back in the finals," said Stugart

W O R K

and outdoor 1991 NCAA titles, provided Luke with his most memorable
races, as they were run shortly after
the death of his brother. Although
Lukefindsthe postgraduate combination of running and working to be a
formidable challenge, he is still determined to compete.
Sophomore Chris Jones was given
Ail-American status in the 400-meter
run and the 4x400 meter relay.
"We're all incredibly proud ofthese

kids.Trackandfieldon both the men's
and women's sides has been tremendously successful over the 80 years or
so of competition," said Rice Athletic
Director Bobby May, a former track
athlete himself. "Of late the quality of
performance and level of achievement
of our track athletes has increased,
and that's quite a tradition we're talking about"
John Burant
article.

contributed

Intramural Announcements
• The new Women's Intramural Soccer League will begin
with entry forms, eligibility sheets, and rule sheet
available in the Intramural Office in the gym.
• Men's and Women's College Racquetball will continue
play on the weekend of Jan. 22-23.
• The Intramural Softball Officiating clinic will be held on
Saturday Jan. 29 starting at 10 a.m. in the gym
classroom A.
• The Schick Basketball 3-on-3 Tournament is scheduled
for Sunday Jan. 30 beginning at 9 a.m. on Autry Court.
• The finals of the Intramural Free Throw contest will be on
Wednesday, Jan. 26 at half-time of the men's basketball
game against Baylor. Men's finalists are Lisandro
Zamora from Hanszen and Hieu Dang from Lovett.
Women's finalists are Martha Ocker from Wiess and
Chris Ryan from Lovett.
• All event schedules will no longer be mailed to the team
captains, but will be available in a rack downstairs in the
gym lobby and in the Intramural office. Please allow 57 day s after a deadl rne for the schedu les to be avai lable.
• Grad Students must pay a $12 fee at the cashiers office
to play intramurals.
• For information on college events, please talk to your
college sports rep or call Lisa at 285-5398.

E N V I R O N M E N T

- *

Theirs.
^

to this

Ours.

First relational database. First to implement SQL. First portable database software. First database compatible with massively parallel computing. First database to
perform 1,000 transactions per second. First cooperative-server database. But Oracle is not just about databases. We're also first in advanced networking, CASE,
application development, office automation, development tools, multimedia. You can see. we're also about success.
" \ BS/MS CS/EE. Yoi^can become a: Software Developer • Technical Analyst • Consultant • Product Manager
[i
.
.
-(«* .

We'll be on campus February 2-3. E-mail your resume TODAY to reserve an interview time.

O R A C L € E
Equal talent will always get equal o p p o r t u n i t y .

Oracle Corporation, 500 Oracle Parkway, Box 659501, Redwood Shores, CA 94065. E-mail: lslynn@us.oracle.com. / FAX: 4 1 5-506- 1 073 / 41 5-506-6991
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Ouck It was i twelve-step program that told me to love myself first When I stubbed my toe on the
chair, 1 waai't thinking of loving myself. 1 was thinking of how much I hated the damn chair. Couldn't
clear it from my head. Hate the chair. Waai't thinking about my groceries, my girlfriend, the good times
I've had, cigarettes, elephant seals, the Presidency, my dick. 1 hate that fucking chair. That makes three
times now that I've stubbed my toe on that chair. T wice when I was sober, even
I think the window's big enough I slide it open (with the help of a hammer and some W D-40). Heavy
fucking chair. I wonder if 111 get a hernia to go with my already broken toe. No one's in the alky below
except for that bum, 111 probably not hit him. Out goes the chair, took quite a bit of leverage to get it
dene. I was expecting it to shatter like glass first, like glass, like tiny sharp shards of wood and upholstery,
but it just went thud and splintered a bit.
Didn't even wake up the bum, so I yelled at him instead.
Half a bottle of Johnnie Walker Red poured out as libation, that w>ke up the bum, standing beneath,
head up, mouth open, mamging only toget alcohol in his
eyes. He falls back down in a fetal position, sobbing.
Just go back to the womb, you fucker.
1 wish 1 could, but I'm toodrunk to get it upanymore
Ponch is delivering a baby on T.V., so I rummage
through the desk drawer, past the stamps, past the pens,
over, about and around a pile of phiflips—Kead screws
and cigars, there's the damn scissors
Never cut through a power cord with metal scissors
without unplugging first. Every muscle in my arm feels
cold, wind from the window blowing across a soaked
sleeve. The blood on my fingers feels warm, steaming in
the cold breeze. My lizard looks on in disinterest. He is
cold-blooded and hasi't been fed in a week.

Robby

"Streets are flooded, Milo, my .. j n a n No crickets."
Milo looked on, his disinterest intermingled with
hunger.
Milo needs crickets like I need a drink. He wishes for

a warm rock, a hot, dry sun, and a dust-covered cricket.
T wenty years of my life in s^iool, 7 point three-three-three years of my life asleep, one month in the
city jail, and upwards of seventy-two hours with my cock inside a woman, I figure 1 deserve a hell of
a lot more than a fucking cricket.
Milo turns one eye to look at me, (lips out his tongue in disgust. I haven't called her in a month, I k row,
go molt somewhere, you oold-hearted fuck.
I remember eight digits of her phone number, the last tvro escape me. I may have killed the two brain
cells that once stored those t w i by tes of information, or maybe it's psychological. She'll no doubt tell me
it's psychological
I had to look up the num ber.
"Hello"

For the first time this year,
receptacles for Misclass are
located campus-wide and are
easily accessible at all eight
of the colleges, as well as outside of the Pub, on the Valhalla
bulletin board, at Anderson Hall
and at the Coffeehouse. The
Backpage will offer no apologies for the tardiness of this
action. The Backpage expects
nothing less than brilliance on
your part. The Backpage is sick
of scraping the bottom of the
barrel for material. If you don't
think you should submit something, submit it. That's why I'm
called an editor. Submit jokes
about boobs. Submit filth. Submit stories you've written after going through an 8oz. bottle
of cough syrup. If it sucks, I
just won't print it. Or maybe I
will. Maybe I'll make fun of
you. Ultimately, it really
doesn't matter. What does matter is that I have a lot of shit to
pore through each week.
You're Rice students, use your
imaginations. If you don't have
an imagination, fake it, or ask
a friend that does. If all else
fails, stumble home one
eveningafterthe Puband write
me about your mother. I'm sure
she won't mind.

Friday,
Jan. 21

Deadline: Add/drop classes w/o fee, 5 p.m.
Senior Sojourn to the Sea (Happy Hour at Live
Bait), Live Bait, 3743 Greenbriar, 4-7 p.m. $1
cover. $1 beer.
Hanszen TO, 4-6 p.m.
Wiess Films presents Porky's in Wiess
Commons at 7, 9, and 11 for $1
Brown Party. It's Rave time, kids. Bust out the
whistles and Seuss hats, and stay the hell away
from me. 10 p.m.-2 a.m. Brown Commons

Saturday,
Jan. 22

SRC Tower Party. 10 p.m.-2 a.m.You might
want to considerweanng old clothes to Airband.

Tuesday,
Jan. 25

Snickers Comedy Night, 8:30p.m., RMC Grand
Hall. Featuring l ^ ' s Jackie Guerra. Free. Pray
that she doesnT use her new "earthquake
material."

Thursday,
Jan. 27

President's Lecture Series, 8 p.m., RMC Grand
Hall. Sylvia Earle's favorite Flipper episodes!

f

ASTA

6811 Kirby at Holcombe 666-4047
Open every day lunch through dinner

"Hello, Cricket"

The Roper Organization asked 3,(XX)
women the following question:
"Do you agree that the average man
today is a lazy selfish opinionated
egotistical sex-crazed tub of crud
who never thinks about anybody but
himself and refuses to help with

HELP WANTED

child rearing or housework and
wants to go to bed with practically
every woman he meets who is not
legally his grandmother and tends
to have the same annual output of
natural gas as Montana?"

upcoming

agreed to this. The other 13 percent
noted that men also pick their noses
at stoplights.

Can a three and half hour
e x a m m e a s u r e w h a t you
l e a r n e d in c o l l e g e ? T h e
Princeton Review d o e s n ' t
think so. We will teach you
what appears on the exam, but
more importantly, we will
teach you the t e s t - t a k i n g
skills that will allow you to
maximize what you k*now.

Yes, but at least most of us have the
decency to flick it out the window and
not wipe it on the seat...

Eighty-seven percent of the women

CLASSIFIEDS

PART-TIME S H O P P I N G and running
errands. Reliable vehiclc required. Must be
available to begin work at 10:00 am until
5:00 pm at least 3-days a week. $ 1 2 / h o u r
+ mileage. Call 659-3698 and ask for
Anne. Females preferred, please. Have
employed Rice students through Rice Career Services Center for over 12 years.
SUPERVISE AFTER S C H O O L 2 boys
ages 7 and 9. Help with home assignments. Rice Blvd./Weslayan area. References required. $ 5 / h o u r . Call Mrs. Lee
227-5566 or evening 661-5484.
FULL-CHARGE
BOOKKEEPER
needed part-time. Competency in accrual
accounting required. Responsibilities include computerized general ledger, financial statements, employment tax filings,
and monthly sales tax filings. Position available immediately. Compensation hourly,
based upon experience and skills. Send
Resume to 6750 West Loop South, Suite
440, Bellaire, TX 7 7 4 0 1 .
FEMALE T U T O R for 10 and 5 year old
girls after school. Mon-Fri 3-6 pm. Must
be enthusiastic and pleasant. West Univ
area. 664-5170. Computer skills, car &
references required.
EARLY M O R N I N G C H I L D C A R E 78:30 am for children 10, 12, and 16 years
old. Need car to drive to school. References. Call Bonnie,pager913-9302,home
981-4156.
600 CAMPS in the USA, Russia, and
Europe need you this summer. For the
best summer of your life—see your career
center or contact: C a m p CounselorsUSA
420 FlorenceSt. Palo Alto, C A 9 4 3 0 1 . Or
call 800-999-2267
PART-TIME GALLERY ASSISTANT
needed for antique print gallery. Evenings
and weekends. Call Winnie at 621-7151.
WORK STUDY S T U D E N T S The Department of Art and Art History has continuing needs for work study students. If
you are interested in flexible hours and
good pay, please see Dan in Sewall Hall,
Room 429.
C H I L D CARE P R O V I D E R I n o u r h o m e
(Rice area). Take care of 17 month old 1030 hours/week. Begin January* Experience desired, but not necessary. Refer-

ences required. $ 5 / h o u r . Contact: Daniel
Kleinman, 283-3435.

you can drum w / us. Bring anything to
beat on.

WORK STUDY P O S I T I O N
10-12
hours/week for entire spring semester,
filing slides in art & art history slide library.
Your hours arc your own as long as the
work is done. N o art background required,
though filing experience is helpful. Contact Rachel at x4836, 421 Sewall ASAP.

"WAS JCILLING T H E S U P E R C O L L I D E R A MISTAKE?" to be discussed in Leisure Learning class number
6255. Call 877-1981 for details. Starts
Saturday, January 22nd. Three 2 hour
meetings. $30.

C H I L D CARE P R O V I D E R Loving, fun,
dependable non-smoker wanted 8-15
hours/weeks for 6 year old and 2 1 / 2 year
old. Flexible hours. Afternoons, evenings,
a n d / o r weekends. References required.
Call Carol at 523-1811.

FOR SALE/RENT
1 B E D R O O M APT. small, well-kept property. Approx. 3 1 / 2 miles from Rice campus. Lots of amenities. Phone 668-6128.
LARGE M O N T R O S E A P A R T M E N T
first floor, 2-3 bedrooms, one bath, living
room, dining room, equipped kitchen,
washer and dryer, fireplace. Share kitchen
and utilities with upstairs graduate Rice
couple. $405.00 per month. 522-3761 or
520-1018.
H E I G H T S large one bedroom garage
apartment. Unfurnished. Enclosed garage.
Central heat & air. Washer/dryer. Very
nice. $ 4 2 5 / m o . + deposit. 868-9327.
NEAR DAYTON, O N LAKE 1 bedroom
furnished cabin. Large lot with fishing pier
and boat house. Lots of trees. $26,000
Terms. 424-9769 or 424-7589.
WILL PAY $20 for a Mac Plus compatible
mouse or trackball. Age & wear are not a
problem (and we're not going any higher)
Call 527-4801. Leave a message.

MISCELLANEOUS
A P H D THESIS entitled "A simplified
compositional simulator" will be defended
at 2:30 pm on Friday January 21. Please
contact the Chem. Engr. Dept. for details.

NOTES AND
NOTICES
D R U M M I N G CIRCLE! Friday, 3 p.m.,
Willy's Statue. If you can, clap your hands,

W H A T D O E S A S T R O N O M Y have to
say about God? Dr. H u g h Ross answers
this question in a two-part lecture series
today and tomorrow from 7:30-9 p.m. at
Biology 131.
LIBERAL ARTS CAREER FAIR: Are
you a liberal arts major—and d o n ' t know
what to do with your life? D o you ever ask
yourself what an investment banker does?
Attend the 1994 Liberal Arts Career Fair.
Talk with over 50 alumni about their careers. Wednesday, January 26, 3-5pm,
Grand Hall, RMC. Sponsored by the
Career Services Center.
MARKETING YOUR LIBERAL ARTS
DEGREE: A Panel of Employers. Learn
the ins and outs of selling your liberal arts
degree from the employers! Panelists include representatives from The First Boston Corporation, Hewitt Associates, and
Owen Health Care. Monday, January 24,
4 p m , Career Services Center.
CAREERS IN C O N S U L T I N G . What
the heck is a consultant anyway?! Tuesday,
January 2 5 , 7 p m , Sewall 303. Sponsored
by the Career Services Center.
S U M M E R RESUME BOOK! D o n ' t be
left out! Summer job seekers must submit
their resumes for the Summer Job Resume
Book to the Career Services Center by
5pm on Monday, January 24.
SIGN-UPS FOR INTERVIEWS continue
through 12:00pm Thursday, January 2 7
•with more employees than I care to mention. Check with Career Services.
I N T E R N A T I O N A L S U M M E R JOBS.
Would you like to work overseas? Come to
this very special workshop and LEARN:
•effective job strategies •mythsaboutfinding international jobs 'exciting opportunities abroad. Friday, January 21, 2pm,
Career Services Center.
CAMPANILES can be picked up at the
Student Organizations Office, 2nd floor
I>cy Student Center 9:30-2:30. Safe load
restrictions arc being exceeded.

MCAT
Courses start January 30!

Don't settle for a course
that is trying to sell you
more college. Take the
course that will teach you
the test-taking skills that get
students high scores.

CALL

633-5500')

PRINCETON
REVIEW
We Score More!
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